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This project was intended to evaluate the progress of the Board of

Education's FreeChoice Open Enrollment program by which minority group

-children are permitted to transfer to schools in districts other than the

one in which they live. The particular phase of that program covered by

this study and report is the Free-Choice program in the. elementary schools.

To evaluate the functioning of the Free-Choice program, a two-phase

study was completed. The first phase was to study the program as it func-

tioned in the "receiving schools", that is, thos9 schools to which children

transferred. The second phase of the study was to obtain some comparison

data from the "sending schools" (those schools from which children' trans-

ferred) on the functioning of children who did not participate in the Free-

Choice Program.

Desin of Phase One: Receivin Schools

The design of the first phase of the study was to/make an intensive

two-day visit to a sample of the 141 receiving schools in New York City,

listed by the Central Zoning Unit of the New York City Board of Education,

as of October, 1965. During this visit, discussed below, a variety of

observational and interview data were obtained, group paper and pencil

sociometric and behavioral rating scales were administered, and clerical

data were transcribed from record cards. Schools to foe visited were selected

on the basis of number of Open Enrollment children (hereafter referred to as

OE children) on record as of.September-October 1965. All 27 schools with more

than 30 OE children on record at that date were selected. In addition, 11 schools
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with between 15 and 29 OE children on record were randomly selected to be

visited.

Once a school was selected, the principal was notified by telephone

of the fact and given the details of the two-day visit. To expedite this

visit, arrangements were made with the principal for a staff member to come

to the school and select the classes to be observed, obtain the registers of

these classes so that the sociometric data-gathering instruments could be

prepared, and discuss any logistical problems such as clearing rooms for the

interviews with the children. It is important to .note that classes to be

observed were selected by project staff, in all instances. This selection

was made in terms of a simple procedure: the staff member obtained the

number of OE children in each class in the third, fourth, fifth and sixth

grade. he was instructed to select one class at each grade which was average

in proportion of OE children. Then he was to select a fifth class at the

fourth, fifth or sixth grade which exemplified a different proportion of OE

children than the four classes already selected. Thus if the four classes

selected were all one-third OE and two-thirds resident, the staff member might

select a fourth grade class which was 10% OE and 90% resident, These five

classes were the basic unit for the twoday visit: they were observed, their

teachers interviewed, OE and resident children interviewedj record cards analyzed,

and sociometric and behavioral ratings forms completed. A total of 223 classes

was selected in this way.

If there was a class or classes at the fourth, fifth or sixth grade with

no OE children, one such class was selected as well. This sixth class received

the sociometric and behavioral ratings forms only, to provide some comparative



data on class patterns. In all, 7 such classes were selected: 2 at the
fifth and 5 at the sixth grade.

Table 1 summarizes the number of classes selected, by grade and

proportion OE.

Table 1

Number of Classes Studied,

and Proportion OE

Grade Total

Proportion OE 3 4 .5 6 Noo Per cent

None 2 5 7 3

Less than10% 7 11 18 12 18 21

10% to 25% 25 20 29 22 96 142

26% to 50% 12 21 18 23 74 32

Over 50% 1 1 1 2 5 2

TOTAL 45 53 68 64 23o

In terms of numbers of chill:L.(1:s there are two basic numbers to be

considered. One is the number of .alildren who completed the sociometric

instruments. The second is the number for whom record card data were

obtained. Table 2, below, presents these data.

7.-77;=71767.4TZTZTZXZS,v,,-
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Table 2

Number of Children Studied by Locale, Sex,

and Grade. by Type of Data

Sociometric and Behavioral
Data

Complete
Record Card Data

-..11.
OE Resident OE Resident

Grade B G B G B G B G

3 48 144 195 168 120 100 111 93

4 115 120 462 396 137 142 127 136

5 164 184 763 682 165 150 150 149

6 167 177 595 631 74 53 51 5o

Total 494 525 2015 1877 496 4145 439 428

1)_oof'2llase111LLSergtridin Schools

The design of the second phase of the study was to visit a sample of the

schools which sent children to the receiving schools already studied to obtain

the group paper and pencil sociometric and behavioral rating data and the

clerical data. At this point in the life of the study, it was mid-June, and

this was considered too late to obtain observational and interview data from

the sending schools.

The lateness of this phase of the study also affected the selection of

sending schools. Three receiving schools were randomly selected from those

studied in each of the boroughs of Queens, Brooklyn, and the Bronx, and 5 from

the receiving schools studied in Manhattan and all of the schools which sent

children to those receiving schools were identified and located on a map.

4.



Then clusters of sending schools were asked to participate so that graduate

assistants and clerical staff had minimum travel time and could cover two

sending schools a day. A total of 25 sending schools was selected; 7 in

Manhattan, 1 in the Bronx, 12 in Brooklyn and 5 in Queens. In this way, a

sample of 1052 children in the sending schools was tested with the socio-

metric and behavioral instruments. In addition, record data were obtained

for a sample of 278 children. This sample was obtained by a matched pair

technique in which a child who remained in the sending school was matched

to one of the OE children from this same school. They were matched in terms

of sex, age and reading grade at the time the OE child left the sending school

to participate in the OE program. This sample of children in the sending

schools will be referred to as the matched sample. Table 3, below, summarizes

the number of children in the sending schools about whom data were obtained.

Table 3

Number of Children Studied in Sending Schools,

12X21)E_I Et2,1L1321P.a11EM12Mi2.21

Socionetric and Behavioral Record Card Data = Matched
Rating Data

Grade Boys Girls

3 9 16

4 181 205

5 184 225

6 98 134

Total 472 580

Sample

Boys Girls

43

44

0

124

29

66

59

0
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Procedure:

The basic data collection unit for the study in the receiving schools

was the twoday visit to each participating school by a four-person team,

consisting of two professionals (one an educator, the other a social scientist),

one graduate assistant and one clerk. The basic design for this visit appears

in Figure 1 In briefs the observers visited two classes independently for

a total of four classes and visited a fifth class simultaneously. However,

they completed Dbservational forms for this fifth class independently, so

that the reliability data discussed later are based on these joint observations.

In addition to the classroom observations, the professional members of the

team conducted a joint interview with the principal, independent interviews with

the teachers of the classes they observed, and with remedial and guidance staff.

They were also instructed to observe and report on school facilities such as

lunch facilities for children and teachers, auditorium, gymnasium, playground, etc.

Finally, each day, one of the observers took a bus from the school with the

children, and reported on conditions aboard the bus.

At times other than when a class was being observed, the graduate assistant

administered group sociometric and class rating forms to the children. During

the two days, the clerk transcribed data from the record cards of all OE children

in the classes selected, and also from a sample of resident children, selected

alphabetically from these same classes and matched to the sample of OE children

by sex.
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Bases for Evaluations

The study was intended to evaluate the program in terms of several

separate dynamics:

1) ..ex.Ltudzsent as to atjulik...2.121.natructions obtained'by

sending a team of two observers into the classrooms of participating schools

. to observe lessons and classroom functioning. Each team of observers con-

sisted of one educator and one social scientist. The educators were all

faculty of local colleges and universities with experience in teacher training

and specifically in the supervision of student teachers. Eighteen different

educators participated as observers, and saw a total of 108 classes :L Within

these classes 133 separate lessons were observed and rated.

The social scientists were psychologists and sociologists on the faculties

of local colleges and universities. A total of 16 different social scientists

participated in this phase of the project. With few exceptions they had pre-

vious experience in school surveys and studies, and 14 of the 16 were on the

faculties of schools or departments of education. The social scientists saw

121 classes in the 38 participating schoolspland rated 150 separate lessons.

2) ez-tiucrt,a...4.s:tothe nature of the interactions in the classroom:

obtained by having the observers rate specific aspects of classroom functioning.

3) ExperLitIdgment as to teacher behavior and functioning: obtained by

having observers rate teacher behavior in terms of the Ryans checklist, a

standardized 19 characteristic list of teacher behavior.2

1) Effects of the program on administrative and teaching staffs and their

opinions about the program: obtained through face-to-face interviews by the

1
This total of 229 classes includes 37 seen by both an educator and a social
.scientist. Thus 192 different classes were seen of the 230 selected for
study. 7 were not observed becaise they had no OE children, and 31 classes
were not observed because of scheduling difficulties.

2
Ryans, D. G. Characteristics of Teachers. Washington, D. C.

marioan.,Counci1 ors
; ;



observer team of the educator and social scientist. Interviews were

conducted with:

a) the who was jointly interviewed by the observer

team. Thirty-eight principals were interviewed;

b) remedial teachlmandguiclan22Elgf, who were interviewed

by one member of the observer team. A total of 72 such staff were

interviewed, consisting specifically of 20 remedial reading teachers,

22 other remedial teachers, and 30 guidance counselors;

c) classroom teachers. Teachers were selected for interview if

their classes had been selected to be observed. They were interviewed

at some point during the two-day visit after their classes had been

observed. The interview was conducted by that member of the observer

team who had seen the class, or by one of the observers when both had

seen a class. A total of 178 teachers were interviewed consisting of

32 third grade, 45 fourth grades 52 fifth grade, and 49 sixth grade

teachers.

5) EfesqLEILILmaKnamen the children, their reactions to and

opinions about the program: obtained through face-to-face interviews of

OE and resident children randomly selected by the observers from es..4

class they observed, and individually interviewed. A total of 517 OE

and 636 resident children we',e interviewed, with Table 4, below, pre-

senting *the breakdown by grade and sex.

8.



Table 4

Number of Children Interviewed b Locale,

Grade and Sex

.Open Enrollment Resident

Grade Boys Girls Boys Girls

3 55 44 62 51

4 62 69 92 71

5 80 70 108 84

6 60 67 90 78

Tota1-4 267 250 352 284

6) Opinions about value of program and wisdom of continuing it:

obtained by direct questions asked of OE and resident children, principal,

teachers, and observers themselves. (Same numbers as interviewed.)

7) Children's perception of their class and school: obtained through

the paper and pencil inventories asking the child to respond to a variety

of statements about his class, classmates, the school and school staff. The

instrument "My Class" was completed by 1140 OE children and 4108 resident

children in the receiving schools and 1052 children in the sending schools.

The instrument "My School" was completed by 348 OE children and 1379 children

in the receiving schools, and 1054 children in the sending schools.

8) Friendship patterns within the classroom: obtained through the

administration of "Picking Friends", an instrument through which a child

indicates the specific children h'!,_ considers his "very good friends," his

"good friends," children who are "okay," and children he "doesn't know well

9.
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enough to rate." lie did not use the fifth option on this instrument in

which the child indicates those children he "does not like." Since 'he

indicates this by filling in a number 5 next to any child whose name he

has not previously numbered, we chose to leave the space blank and have

it filled in by our clerical staff, and. so avoid having any child label

another as one he did not like. This instrument was administered to

14 third grade, 38 fourth grade, 59 fifth grade and 50 sixth grade classes

in the receiving schools only.

9) Socialization be and the classroom: obtained by having observers

visit lunchrooms, playgrounds and general area surrounding the school, and

rating the nature of the interactions Observed.

10) physical facilities of school: obtained through observer ratings

of school facilities.

11) Aspirational level of self and others: obtained by asking children

to indicate by name those of their classmates (and/or self) who they think

will achieve varied educational and occupational leiels. .(Same number of

classes as on Item 8.)

12) Fact q_epen enrollment or attendance: estimated from attendance

records during 1965-66 school-year of OE, resident, and sending school chil-

dren. In addition, for children for whom 196566 was their first year of

open enrollment, their attendance in 1965-66 was compared to their attendance

in 196465.

13) 11/.__21ina.CI:geyllaCtor...y2A11: estimated from the distribution of

reading grades in fall and spring, analysis of extent of growth by child, and

the relative growth of OE and matched sample children in the sending schools.

10.
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114) Qualitx of Bassin' Service: obtained by having observers ride the

bub from school each day and rating the promptness and convenience of the

service as well as the extent to which reasonable discipline was maintained.

15) SOcio-educationald222ElptionofmnisLRetsIRSE: obtained by

using data available from cumulative record for OE, resident and matched

sample children.

Instruments Used

To implement the study, 12 different instruments were used;
1

seven were

completed by the observers, four by the children, and one by the clerical staff.

1) An interview guide for each staff person interviewed.2 Although

separate interview guides were provided for the interviews with the

principalj classroom teacher, remedial teacher and guidance counselor,

these guides had a large common core of questions supplemented by sets

of questions specific to the roles of the particular persons being inter-

viewed.

2) An interview guide for OE and resident children,

3) A Classroom Observation Report on which the observer rated the

quality of each lesson observed, and varied aspects of classroom participation°

4) A Class Rating Scale, on which the observers rated the over-all

quality of instruction for the total period of their observation, covering

one or more lessons.

1
Copies of all instruments appear in the Appendix.

2We are grateful to Professor Fred Kerlinger and his staff, for making
available prototypes from which these-interview guides were developed.

,..AwieswKwommk-



5) A General School Report, on which the observers noted their

ratings of school and bussing facilities.

6) A Teacher Behavior Scale, on which observers rated 19 different

aspects of teacher ininclass personality and behavior.

7) A subjective report completed a few days after each visit, on

which the observers indicated their on opinions about the program's

functioning.

alcteensoo12tedfourLjrTheclistruraants:

8) 'My Class" - a listing of 20 descriptive statements about their

class and classmates with which the children agreed or disagreed. Ten

. of the statements were positive and ten negative. In addition to the

response pattern to each separate item; the instrument yields a total

score expresSing the general orientation of the child on this positive.

negative continuum.

9) "My School" - a similar listing of 17 statements about school

and school Staff. This instru ment yields an item response pattern only.

10) A SOcionptric Inventory, a "Guess Eho".instruments_in which

children mere provided with lists of the names of their classmates and

asked to circle those children who fit varied behavioral statements.

11) An Aspiration Inventory, also a "Guess Who" type of inventory

Am which children were asked to circle the names of their classmates

who would achieve certain educational and vocational levels.

The clerical staff . completed one form:

12) Summary of cumulative Record Card. Specifically, they transcribed

data about:

12.
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a) Family: with whom resides.

1)) Place of birth'of mother, father, child.

c) Height and weight.

d) Number of schools attended.

e) Attendance for '64-'65.

f) Comparison of attendance: (Sending) 163-'64, (Receiving) '64-265.

g) Subject performance: excellents and unsatisfactories (by grade).

h) Reading scores.

i) Math scores.

j) IA.

k) Teachers' comments on non-conforming test results.

1) Guidance data: unsatisfactories (by grade).

m) Special' abilities and disabilities.

Briefing of Staff:

All personnel sent into the schools attended.a briefing session at which

they were told the purposes of the project and the functions and limits of their

roles. They were also given specific instruction in the use of the instruments

they would administer or handle. Because of the need to implement the project

quickly, these briefings were necessarily limited and would not be considered

training sessions. This had been anticipated and so the instruments used,

particularly the interview guides, had been developed to be relatively structured

and specific. One of the observers in each group was designated team leader;

these observers received a supplementary briefing so that they could handle

on-the-spot decisions. In addition, a special telephone line was installed,

available only to the teams in the schools, so that immediate communication with

the project coordinator was always possible..

==17,,ZF=, 5,.4%,117 -2
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Three major techniques were used in the analysis of the data. First,

data from "My Class" and "My School" were processed by automatic tabulating

equipment. Data for all other forms were tabulated by hand, since there was

insufficient time to prepare these properly for punching and machine tabulation.

Throughout this hand tallying, periodic spot checking was done to verify accuracy

and randomly selected tallies were completely re-done as a further verification.

All of these checks supported the accuracy of the tallying. Finally, the free

response data obtained in the interviews and from the observers were analyzed

through an a posteriori content analysis in which categories were developed

by scanning the actual data. Responses were then categorized and frequency

distributions obtained.

Reliability of Observer Data

The design of the study permitted three 'separate estimates of th,:: reliability

of the observer data. The most severe test came on the Teacher Behavior Scale

where observers, using a 7.point scale, had to rate the teacher they had just

seen on 19 different characteristics. Observers generally used it as a 6-point

scale, avoiding the extreme negative option. But they did use all other points,

so that the reliability data are not contaminated either by an avoidance of

rating or an excessive use of the middle or neutral point. Complete independent

observations are available for 21 different teachers and of 361 pairs of ratings,

7644% were identical or within 1 scale point (35.2% identical, 41.2% within

I point). Of the other 23.6% most (1803%) were 2 scale points apart with only

5.3% of the ratings 3 points apart.

A second check on reliability is available from the Class Rating Scale, where

the observers independently rated several aspects of classroom performance and



functioning. Available from 36 classes, of 408 pairs of ratings, 90.6% were

identical or within 1 scale unit (6302% identical and 27.4% within 1 scale

point). Finally, ]i1 pairs of ratings are available of the quality of instruction

in the classes observed, rated on a 5.point scale. Of these, 96.1% were identical

or within 1 scale point (57.6%-identical, 38.8% within 1 point).

All three aspects of this analysis therefore support the reliability of

the observer ratings.

In addition to these checks on reliability, the distribution of ratings

of educators and social scientists for each variable were compared. Other

than in isolated instances, they did not differ and so in the overview which

follows they are combined for ease of communication.

A final introductory piece of information on the observations is the

observers' feelings as to the typicality of the lessons they observed. Almost

all (91%), were rated either as "completely typical" (17 %) or "a reasonable

approximation" (44%). The 9% rated as "less than a reasonable approximation"

amounted to 24 lessons and most were so rated because of a substitute handling

the class (7) or a non-teaching lesson being observed (8).

Presentation of Data

In the report which follows the attempt has been made to present the

maximum amount of data within a relatively small report. To accomplish this,

each of the 15 bases for evaluation noted above will be considered in turn

and a summary paragraph will be presented followed by the specific findings

from which it was derived. Because of the varied instruments used, this listing

of specific findings will also indicate the source of each particular piece of

data being presented.

15.



Following the data for the 15 aspects, an over-all summary will be

presented of the entire project. Concluding the report are the final comments

of the Research Director, including a consideration of the limitations

of the project.

Throughout the presentation of results, major attention has been paid

to practical, rather than statistical, significance. With the numbers of

children involved in this study, small differences in degree within the

same quality response will be statistically significant. These have been

noted, but where, despite statistically significant differences, the response

pattern was essentially parallel for the samples studied, this has been noted

as well.
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1. Baling of Quali

About one-third of the observers thought that the caliber of instruc-

tion they observed was "above average" or "excellent" and another two-fifths

rated it as "average." This was true both of their ratings of the quality of

instruction of the total class period they observed and their ratings of the

quality of specific lessons within that class period. Thus, at least 72%,

and as many as 81% of these ratings of quality were "average" or above, with

at least 23% and as many as 44% "above average" or "excellent."

In keeping with this consistently positive evaluation of the quality

of instruction, the observers were positive in their evaluation of the total

program when asked to assume that the quality of instruction as seen was

typical. When asked to "role play" a bit, first as a parent of an OE child

and then as a parent of a resident child, in both instances, a majority of

the observers said they would be enthusiastic or positive about having their

child in the class.

Aspect of Evaluation Findin

a) Quality of Instruc-
tion: by class

b) Quality of Instruc-
tion: by rogo6n

c) Quality of Reading
Lessons Observed

Source

3% of classes observed were rated outstanding, 34%. Observer
as better than average, 42% as average and,17% as Class Rating
poor and 4% as extremely poor. (37:42:21)' Scale

Of 283 separate lessons observed, 2
9% were rated OCRS

excellent, 25% above average, 44% average, 18%
poor and 4% very poor. (34:44:22)

Of 54 reading lessons, 4% were rated excellent, 29% OCRS
better than average,39% average, 24% poor, 4% very
poor. (33:39:28)

'These numbers summarize the proportions above average, averag: trd below average
respectively.

2Two hundred sixty three of these lessons are discussed in items "c" through "el below.

The other twenty involved committee work, assembly programs, research, or instruction
in Fine Arts.
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d) Quality of Language
Arts Lessons (other
than reading) observed

'et) Quality of Arithmetic
Lessons Observed

.

f) Quality of Social
Studios Lessons
Observed

g) Quality of Science
Lessons Observed

h) Observers' Feelings
About Class If
Quality of Instruction
Observed were Typical
and Observer were OE
Parent

wroorlwrila

Of 43 lessons, 23% were rated above average,
58% average, 14% poor and 5% extremely poor
(23:58:19)

Of 102 Arithmetic lessons, 6% were rated ex-
cellent, 29% bettor than average, 40% average,
22% poor and 3% as very poor (35:40:25)

Of 50 social studies lessons, 12% were rated
excellent, 32% better than average, 39% as
average, 14% as poor and 4% as very poor (44:39:18)

Of 1 science lessons, 22% were rated excellent,
14% better than average, 143% as average, 14% as
poor and 7% as very poor (36:43:21)

23% enthusiastic, 42% slightly positive, 22%
slightly negative, 13% strongly negative

i) Observers' Feelings e20% enthusiastic, 39% slightly positive, 26%
About Class if Quality slightly negative and 15% strongly negative
of Instruction Ob-
served were Typical
and Observer were
Resident Parent

j) Relationship of
Observbrs' Feelings
as Resident and OE
Parent

k) Observers' Feelings
Abut OE Program if
Quality of Instruction
Observed was Typical

84% of ratings identical, 12% were more positive
as parent of OE child, 4% more positive as
parent of resident child

58% said "retain -as is," 36% said "modify;
6% said "abolish9" Baeically, observers who
would "modify" pointed to grouping or provision
of individual attention particularly re anxiety
and language problems of OE children. They also
noted need for better calibre instructional'
techniques and better teacher-pupil interaction.
In all but one instance, those observers who said
"abolish" said so because they had seen what they
considered poor teaching. In the one exception,
the observer believed the classroom was segregated
in seating and spirit..

18.

Source

Observer
Class
Rating
Scale

OCRS

OCRS

OCRS

OCRS

OCRS

OCRS

OCRS
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2. Interaction in Classroom

In ratings of what happened in the classrooms during the lessons they

observed, about three fourths of both educators and social scientists agreed that

the OE children were indistinguishablei from the resident children in terms of

seating patterns and such functional criteria as class participation, volunteering

and being called on by the teacher. In the other fourth of the instances, the

observers felt that even if they had not known some children were being "bussed in,"

they would have been aware that some children were not an integral part of the class,

either because of clustered seating or limited participation.

Aspect of Evaluation

a) Observer Awareness
of Children Being
Bussed In if They
had. not known it.
Why Observers
Were Aware of
Children Thing
Bossed (40
slightly aware,
9 definitely)

b) Seating of OE chil-
dren in Classroom

82% "not at all" aware, 15% "slightly' 3%Idefinitely"
aware some children being bussed in.

Most often because of limited participation by OE
children or because of seating patterns in classroom.

62% of classes were rated as having OE children
"thoroughly dispersed," 22% somewhat clustered,"
16% "clustered."

Source

Observers
Classroom
Observation
Report

OCOR

c) Extent of Class 3% rated OE children:with more participation than OCPS

Participation residents, 70% the same, and 27g participated less
than resident children. (73:27)'

11117070TaTETTRigaVed in this section are based on the more than 90% of classes
observed in which the resident children were white and the OE children Negro and

Puerto Rican. Those classes with Negro residents were necessarily excluded from
these ratings as in these classes the observers could not distinguish resident and
OE children.

2
In this section, the numbers in parenthesis summarize the proportion of ratings

. where OE children were rated the same or more and rated as less, respectively.

we'



Aspect of Evaluation

d) Spntaneous Question-
ing

e) Called on by Teacher

f) Volunteering

g) In Working, i.e.,
in workbooks

Findira

20.

Source

4% rated as more questioningly OE children, 70% OCOR
rated same' and 26% less or none by OE' children (74;26)

6% rated as having OE children called on more, 75% same, OCOR
14% less, and 5% almost none for OE children (8:19)

3% rated as mere volunteering by OE children, 62% same, OCOR
and 35% less or no volunteering by OE children.(65:35)

3% rated. as OE working more, 81% same, 16% less or no OCOR
working by OE children (84:16)
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Teacher Behavior

At the close of the observation period the observers were asked to

rate the teachers' in-class personality and behavior using the 19 dichotomous

variables on the Ryans scale, spelled out in Table 5 below. Ratings of

educators and social scientists did not differ in any consistent way on this

scale and so they are combined in the table. Observers were instructed to

indicate any instance in which they felt that the teacher behaved differently

towards the OE and resident children. They made such an indication in less than

1 0/0 (.6 o/o) of their ratings and so these data suggest that teachers behaved

the same way towards both groups of children.

Now as to how they behaved. The observers felt they had seen at least

balanced and often positive teacher behavior, particularly in the third grade

classes observed. On the 19 different aspects of teacher in-class behavior

covering functional and interpersonal characteristics, in all grades (3, 4, 5,

6), the median teacher received negative ratings on only one characteristic

"stereotyped use of routines" versus "original imaginative teaching". Depend-

ing on her grade, she received average ratings on three to eight characteristics

and positive ratings on ten (5th grade to sixteen (3rd grade). The table below

gives the composite data for all grades.1

For four characteristics more than 75 0/0 of the observers rated

teachers at the positive end of the scale being: 1) attractively groomed;

2) steady, calm and stable; 3) responsible, conscientious, and setting standards,

and 4) confident and sure of self. No negative characteristic was attributed to

this large a proportion, and thus these four were the characteristics which most

completely characterized the teachers observed.

1
The table presents an average of percents for the separate grades, so that
each grade accounts for one-fourth of these averages.*
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Table 5

Proportion of Teachers Receiving Below Average, Average and Above

Average Ratings on Characteristics of Ryans' Checklistl

All Grades Combined

Proportion of Teachers Rated As

Characteristic Positive Balanced lezativ

1. Unattractive - Attractive 82 13 5

2. Erratic - Steady 82 9 9

3, Evading - Responsible 79 11 10

4. Uncertain - Confident 75 15 10

5. Inarticulate - Fluent 70. 16 14

6, Excitable . Poised 70 23 7

7, Partial - Fair 66 23 11

80 Disorganized - Systematic 63 21 16

9. Apathetic - Alert 62 15 23

10. Immature . Integrated 60 28 12

11. Aloof . Responsive 56 19 25

12. Harsh - Kindly 51 33 16

13. Unsympathetic . Understanding 149 32 19

14. Pessimistic - Optimistic 46 33 19

15. Narrow . Broad 44 3o 26

160 Inflexible - Adaptable 42 25 33

17, Dull - Stimulating 42 26 32

.18, Autocratic - Democratic 36 23 41

19. Stereotyped - Original 27 22 5].
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4. Effect of Program on Administrative

anc...11eac_LShinbaffand.Their

Eankum14tELIL

Principals and guidance counselors andlto a lesser extent, classroom and

remedial teachers agreed that since the introduction of the OE programs into

their school their jobs had become more difficult, with problems they had not

faced before. Questioned in specific areas, a majority of each staff'level noted

increased disciplinary problems, half or more noted alterations in methods of

instruction (although half of the teachers said there had been none), and half of

the teachers felt there had been a decline in the schcols level of achievement

since the introduction of OE whereas the other half said it had stayed the same or

even improved. Referring only to the OE children, a heavy majority of teachers

felt that their level of achievement had increased since they entered the receiv-

ing school.

Teachers and principals noted similar areas of weakness in the program,

and similar contributions of the program. Primary contributions were in the area

of ethnic interaction and rnnsequent improved understanding and relationships

among the childrer, often stated as providing an opportunity for each group of

children to learn about the otherts"way of life." The improved education and as-

piration of the OE children was also cited.with principals adding references to

professional growth of teachers and improved teaching materials. The weaknesses

cited were largely administrative considerations which teachers and/or principals

felt had been neglected. :lost often mentioned were lack of supervision or the

bus, lack of orientation of teachers, children or parents, what was referred to as

lack of screening in the sending schools, overcrowding and/or insufficient person-

nel and facilities in the receiving schools, difficulties ih contacting parents

of 03 children, and finally teachers' feelings that no provision had been made for

the OE children to participate in the after-school activities in the receiving

school.



Aspect of Evaluation

a) Effect of .0E pro-
gram on discipline
in school

al) What changes in
discipline were
necessary

b) Effect of OE pro-
gram on method of
instruction

bl) Nhat changes in
instruction did
classroom teach -

ers. report (N=80)

b2) What changes in
instruction did
remedial teachers
report (N=19)

c) Effect of CE program
on Guidance Ser-
vices (N=30)

Finding

At least 60% of each staff level interviewed said
"yes" the OE program had made for more discipline
problems. The highest proportion of "yes" came
from the guidance counselors (85%) and principals
(82%), with smaller proportions of classroom (67%)
and remedial teachers (67%) saying so.

Those who said there had been changes, referred most
often in general terms to the need for "constant
discipline" or to some specific procedure they have
implemented such as "being firmer" or allowing less
talk. A few cited some specific behavior of OE
children which they felt had not been a problem be-
fore, i.e., aggression or obscenity. Then, of
course, 20% to 30% reiterated their belief that there
had been no change.

24.

Source

Observers
Interviews
of Staff

OIS

Asked if there had been changes in methods of instruc- OIS
tion, principals (70%) and guidance counselors (75%)
believed there had been, in far larger proportions than
classroom (1i8 ;) or remedial teachers (45) 0

Teachers who did specify a change or changes in methods
of instruction reported several with similar frequencies
1) slowing pace or lowering level (10) particularly in

reading
2) more individualized instruction (8)
3) greater emphasis or. discipline (7). They also noted

changes in their own attitudes (4), i.e., requiring
more patience, encouragement or in the need to
"work hard" (5). Otherwise they referred to speci-
fic techniques used like audio-visual materials (4)
or more homework (4).

4) reviewing or reteaching fundamentals (5).

Remedial teachers who reported changes primarily noted
that the "change" was the remedial program itself (10),
i.e., it had been introduced since the OE program be-
gan. Otherwise they cited individual changes they had
made in regard to organization, materials or techniques.

In six schools the guidance program had been imple-
mented since the CE program began. In schools with a
program prior to OE, 705 said there had been modifi-
cations, almost all of which can be summed up in the
category "more guidance services." Other than this,
a few (3) referred to getting parents and staff in-
volved in their program.

Observers
Interview
3uidance
Counselor



Aspect of Evaluation

d) Teacher's Es ,,mate
of Changes in Level
of Achievement
Since OE (N=178)

e) Principal's Per-
ception of Effects
of OE on His Job
(Nm38)

el) Why More Diffi-
cult (N=23)

e2) Why Better

(N=9)

f) Principal's Per-
ception of Weakness
of Program (N =38)

g). Principal's Per-
ception of Contribu-
tions of Program

(Na38)

b) Teacher's Per-
ceptions of Con-
tributions of Pro-
gram (N=178)

000.11.11, Finding

Teachers responded to this question either in terms of
OE children or resident children or "school before
0E. When referring to OE children 76% of teachers
felt there had been an increase in level of achieve-
ment, 5% saw no change, and 19% reported OE were
achieving little or less. Referring to resident chil-
dren or the school level of achievement before CE, 15%
of the teachers reported greater achievement, 32% the
same and 50% a decline in achievement.

23 Principals noted their job was now "substantially"
(15) "moderately" (7) or "slightly" (1) more diffi-
cult with 5 reporting it "about the same," 9 reporting
it "better" and 1 not answering.

Specific difficulties were less time for supervision
and teacher training (9), more discipline problems
(8), more clerical and scheduling problems (10), and
more problems with parents (8)

Job was seen as better because of satisfaction from
seeing improvement of OE children (3), increased
social awareness (3) or professional growth (3) by

the principal.

Every principal cited at least 1 weakness. Most often
they noted bussing. (21) with lack of supervision, the
length of the trip and the early start. Next they re-

ferred to problems of screening (11), to insufficient
personnel (8), difficulties of contact with OE parents
(5) and the general area of orientation (10) with
specific references to teachers (3), OE parents (3),
OE children (3) and resident parents (1).

35 of 38 principals cited at least one contribution.
Most often (26), these involved Negrb-white interac-
tion and/or the social values and understandings as a
consequence of this. Then they cited the higher
achievement and better education for OE children (11),

professional growth of teachers (4), improved methods

particularly re: history of minorities (3) and rais-

ing aspirations of OE children (3).

One hundred fifty of the teachers named at least one

contribution. Almost all (139) cited ethnic integra-
tion, referring specifically to wider social contacts
and increased social awareness among children (48),

the exposure to each other's way of life (40) or to

general improved ethnic relationships (30). Then they

mentioned the improved educational opportunities and/

or aspirations of OE children (52) and the removal of

OE children to a "better environment (12).

25.

Source

Observers
Teacher
Interview

Observers
Principal
Interview

OPI

OPI

OPI

OPI

Observers
Teacher
Interview
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Aspect of Evaluation Finding Source

i) Teacher's Percep- All teachers cited at least one weakness. Most often OTI
tions of Weaknesses (51) they referred to problems involved with bussing,
of Program including lack of supervision, length of trip and

scheduling problems. Then they mentioned screening
problems (36) either their perception that only
"problem children" were sent (22) or that there was
insufficient limiting of the program to the academi-
cally most able (14)0 Then there was a cluster of
weaknesses mentioned by between 18 and 25 teachers:
the limited opportunities OE children had for partici-
pation in after-school activities (25), the difficul-
ties the school had in contacting CE parents (23),
overcrowding and/or inadequate facilities in the re-
ceiving school (20) and what teacher perceived as con-
tinued segregation within the program (18), i.e., on
busses, in grouping in class or most often, voluntarily
by the CE children (10)0

Z.,:a;:;:.7.7.05a7e4a=Wa7eXr2727CX,Za



5. Effects of Program on Children
and Their G` inions About Tt

A majority of both resident and OE children liked the program and thought

it was a good idea, although there were large differences in the majorities: 70%

of residents compared to 90% of OE children. The resident children who did not

like the program believed that the school had changed for the worse since the pro-

gram in terms of criteria like more fighting, noises destruction of property or

impeded learning opportunities. Those resident children who thought it was a good

idea referred to the general idea that through the program the OE children were

attending a better, less crowded school and so would obtain a better education, and

that through interacting in the program they (the residents) and OE children each

got to know different kinds of people.

The OE children preferred the receiving school because of less fighting,

their liking for children and staff and the quality of the teaching and physical

facilities, all of which added up to their learning more than they learned in the

sending schools. They spelled outs in other questions, the instruction in specific

subjects and better teaching which they felt was the basis for their learning more.

School staff had an accurate perception of the children's feelings,

nothing that the OE children were more fully in favor of the program than the resi-

dent children, although staff said that a majority of both groups favored it.



Aspect of Evaluation
emplar.......awsnwommolira Finding

280

Source

a) Resident Children's Of 542 resident children, 18% said school has changed, Observers
_Feelings as to 1i9% said it had not, and 3% couldn't say. Interviews
Whther School Has

Resident
Changed Since CE

Children
Program Instituted

al) What Resident
- Children Think

Has Changed

b) Resident Children's
Feelings as to
Whether OE Program
Was a Good Idea

bl) Resident
Children's Per-
ception of Why OE
Children Come

b2) Why Resident Chil-
dren Thought it a
Good Idea (N=326)

b3) Why Resident Chil-
dren Thought it a
Bad Idea (N=108)

c) OE Children's Feel-
ings About the
Program-

Among those 259-resident children who did feel that
the school had changed, 75% noted a change considered
negative, 24% referred to neutral changes, and 1% to
changes considered positive. Most often the negative
changes involved less controlled discipline, more
fighting or more trouble (67 times), less effective
learning or disrupted classes (24), crowded conditions
(23) noise (15) and destruction of school property
(13). The neutral changes.most often involved refer..
ences like "new teachers," "new programs" or "more
Negro children attend now."

70% think it was, 23% think it was a bad idea,
7% neutral

Almost all because this (receiving) school is a good
school, a better school, less crowded or because
they (OE children) want a better education

Most gave only a generalization (116). Where a rea-
son was stated, most often it referred to getting to
know different people (59), helping OE children get
better education (37), or go to a better school (24).

Most often they referred to fighting or behavior
problems (31), then to issue of going to school
where "they" (OE) live (22) or to difficulties of
travel or getting sick (17) and then to bad academic
consequences on the resident children or level of
instruction (10).

90% of CE children prefer the receiving school, 90
prefer the sending school and 1% had no preference

cl) Why CE Children There were five major areas of response: School at-
Preferred Receiv- mosphere re: better discipline and fewer fights (93),
ing School (N=430) or re: liking of children and staff (54); quality of

staff re: better teachers (77), physical facilities
of school (79) or the fact of their learning more (68).

OIRC

OIRC

OIRC

OIRC

OIRC

Observers
Interviews
OE Children

OIOEC



Aspect of Evaluation

c2) OE Children's
References to
Integration

c3) Why OE Children
Prefer Old (Send-
ing) School (Nft47)

d) Things CE Children
Do at Receiving
School They Didn't
Do at Sending
School

e) OE Children's Per-
ception of Receiv-
ing Special Help
at Receiving School

Finding

Only 2 of 430 reasons for preferring the receiving
school referred to integration Reru.

Most frequently referred to travel and bussing (7),
familiarity of old school and teachers (8), fights
in new school (6), or general reference to old
school "better" (8). Of 481 interviews only 3 re-
ferred to being insulted or picked on in receiving
school.

70% of the OE children did specify something they did
at receiving school which they did not do at sending
school. Primarily these involved instruction in spe-
cific subjects like Art (31), Home Economics (20),
Math (l7)3. Music (16) or Science (11). They also re-
ferred to specific school facilities like gymnasium
(55), yard (12) or library (11), and one cluster re-
ferred to the higher level of responsibility they had
(21), i.e., as monitors.

About half (47) of the OE children interviewed speci-
fied some special help they received. Most often they
specified that teachers "teach more in class" (84),
then they referred to special reading classes (63).
No other special help was mentioned by more than
7 children.

29.

Source

OIOEC

OIOEC

OIOEC

OIOEC

f) Do OE Children In addition to being asked which school they preferred, OIOEC
like the Receiving the CE children were asked if they "liked it here."
School 91% said they did like it, with 8% saying they liked

the sending school better, and 1% saying they liked
both schools. Asked why, most were relatively non-
committal, simply saying that they liked it "OK" and
wanted to stay.

g) Staff Perceptions At each staff level, about two-thirds believedthe
of White Resident resident children ere "mildly" or "strongly" accept-
Children's Opinions ing of program. Only 10% believe resident children
of Program were "mildly rejecting" of program and only a few

teachers (6) or principals (4) believcdthere was any
"strong rejection" by resident children.

h) Staff Perceptions At each staff level almost all believedOE children
of OE Children's were "strongly" or "mildly" accepting of the
Opinion of Program program (62% to 71 %).

Observers
Interviews
of Staff

OIS
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6. E01211122211n1E21.122ut Continuing

I19...SE219Eaul

At each of the four staff levels studied: principal, classroom teacher,.

remedial teacher and guidance counselor, about two-thirds were in favor of CE,

and said "continue the program with modifications." Of the other third, for

principals and teachers, 20% said continue "as is" and 10% said "abolish." For

guidance counselors, 10% said continue "as is" and 20% said "abolish," and for

remedial teachers, 15% each said continue "as is" and "abolish."

Most modifications suggested were admfnistrative procedures irtended to

smooth the operation of the program, i.e., better orientation, supervision on the

bus, better screening. Less often they noted the need for improved teacher train-

ing and/or new techniques, methods and materials.

At of Evaluation

a) Staff Opinions of
OE Program

b) Principal's Opinion
on Continuing the
Program

Findin Source

At each staff level about two-thirds were "strongly" Observers
or "mildly" favorable (53% to 69?;), end one-third Staff
"mildly" or "strongly" unfavorable, primarily "mildly. fl Intervjews

21% said continue it "as is", 72% said "continue it Observers
with modifications" and 74 said "abolish it." Principal

Interviews

bl) Modifications 1. Better screening of GE children (12)
Suggested by Prin- 2. Give receiving schools additional services and/Or
cipals (N=38)

3.
4.

5.

personnel (14)
Begin in lower grades only (9)
Better Orientation of CE parents (6) or children (2)
Better coordination between sending and receiving
schools (4) and/or headquarters (4)

6. Provide supervision on bus and/or improved
service (7)

7. Provide teacher training and orientation (4)

c) Teachers' Opinion on 214 said continue "as is" 65% said "modify" and
Continuing the 12Z said "abolish."
Program

ci) Modifications Yost often teachers referred to better screening (41)
Suggested by JL beginning in lower grades (13), eliminating discipline
Teachers (N=196) problems from program (14), the need for new tech-

niques, methods or materials (20), supervision on busses
or shorter trips (24), cooperation with or orientation
of OE parents (25), A cluster of teachers (12) noted

that modifications also involved societal changes re:
housing.

1Som teachers gave more than one su gestion.

Observers
Teacher
Interviews
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of Findin: Source

d) Guidance Counsdloii' 13% said continue "as is," 65% said "modify" and 22% 'Observers
Opinion on Contin- said "abolish it."

Guidanceuing Program
Counselor
Interviews

dl) Modifications
Suggested by
Guidance Coun-

. selors (N=30).

e) Remedial Teachers'
Opinion on Contin-
uing the Program

el) Modifications
Suggested by
Remedial
Teachers (N=42)

Most often guidance counselors suggested improved
bus service (14) including supervision, extended
service after regular school hours and shorter trips;
more special services or additional personnel in
receiving school (9), better screening (5) orienta-
tion of OE parents (4) and more teacher training and
orientation (4).

15% said continue "as iss" 66% said "continue with
modifications," 171, said "abolish it."

The modifications suggested by remedial teachers
were identical to those suggested by guidance coun-
selors: improved bussing service (10), better
screening (8), additional(services and personnel
in receiving school (7), orientation of OE parents
(and children) (6). A few (2 or 3) referred to spe-
cific aspects of remedial instruction like an inten-
sive reading program for OE children.

'4,1=cqg.

Observers
Remedial
Teacher
Interviews
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7. Children's Perceptions of School ,

Staff. and Classmates

Asked to react to 17 aspects of school and staffs OE and resident children gave

the same response pattern to 16 aspects, that is they had the same majority response.

Only on item 14 for boys and item 11 for girls did the .4ajority response differ. Thus,

when 9 items are listed below on which there was a difference of at least 6%, it

should be noted that these are differences of 22E22 within the same quality response.

Moreover, while on each of these 9 items the difference was one in which smaller pro-

portions of OE than resident children gave the "positive" responses in 6 of the 9

items larger proportions of OE than matched sample children in the sending schools

gave the positive response. For example, note item 15 on too much fighting, or item

14 on whether this is "the best school I know" or item 9 on the pleasantness of the

school building.

Aspect of Evaluates Finding

a) Perception of School I - No differences in proportion of OE or resident
and Staff children who .

aaidi

1) Teachers want to help (99:98:96)1
2) Teachers really interested (85:84:82)
3) Teachers explain clearly (91:91:89)
4) Good lunches (46:43:44 Yes) (148:110:50 12)
5 What they are learning is useful (91:92:91)
6) Don't wish didn't go tc school (65:68:69)
7) Learned more this year than before (81:79:78)
8) Work not too easy (69:68:61)

II - OE and resident ehildrem differedatleast 6% in
proportion who said "yes" to:
9) School building pleasant ( Boys 68:7h:58)

(Girls 75:77:7)
10) Work isn't too hard (78:84:78)
11) Deny work hard and get nowhere ( Boys 57:63:56)

(Girls 45:70:51)
12) Teachers don't expect you to work too hard

(55:6341)

Source

"My School"

1
In this area, the numbers in parentheses are the proportions giving the indicated

response for OE, resident and sending school children respectively. Unless indicated,
the per cents are for both sexes combined, since they were combined when they did not .

differ.



Aspect of Evaluation
1111101111 1111.....M.IMIP Finding

13) Teachers fair and square ( Boys 69:78:65)
(Girls 78:82:65)

14) Best school I know , ( Boys 46:57:33)
(Girls 62:65: 0)

15) Boys and girls fight too much (67:58:8

16) Principal friendly ( Boys 69:82:76)
(Girls 82:87:81)

17) Trip to school isn't too hard (66:80:80)

Trip to school is too hard (33:20:1e)

33.

Source

Asked to react 1.,J 20 aspects
1
of their class and classmates, the children's re-

sponses had quantitative differences of at least 6% on 10 items, and on 5 of these the

difference reflected a different majority response as well. Response patterns for OE

and sending school children were closer than for the Inventory on "My School."

The differences typically reflected a less positive perception of the class by

OE and sending school children compared to resident children, but without a consistent

theme. On some items concerned with characteristics of classmates (politeness, grati-

tude, hard- working) there were no differences; on others (fairness, trying something

new, trustworthiness) there were. Similarly, on some aspects of class climate there were

no differences (chance to show what can do, interesting) while on others (having good

time, need for better classroom, or better materials) there were differences.

The two largest differences, the only ones of 15%, point up the tendency of OE

children and sending school children to believe that they lack both the "things" and the

"classroom" to do their best work.

IIMION11147=

1
One item will be :omitted here since examiners frequently reported children did not

understand meaning of "many children look down on others."

,e0
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Aspect

b) Perception of Class
and Classmates-

314.

Source

I - No differences between OE and resident children "My Class"
who said:
1) Do interesting things in class (82:84:78)'
2) Children happy when you do something for them

(72:76:66)
3) Good class except for one or two children

(82:80:82)
4) Everyone trying to keep classroom nice

(5) Everyone in class wants to work
224:43)

(61:56:52)
6) Everyone has chance to show what can do

0:2T)7)Everyone polite
8) Everyone can do good job if try (94:9603)

II - Differences of at least 6% in proportion of OP
and resident children who said

9) You can't trust almost everyone in this class

(51:45:63)
10) Not hard to make friends
11) hany children not fair

(71:77:7M

34212) Children want to try anything neW(W:44)
13) A lot of children don't like to do things

together (38:45:32)
14) Children in class not pretty mean (57:66:44)
15) Can have good time in class
16) Everyone doesn't mind his own business (53 :4459)
17) Feel do belong (48:62:49)
18)Do have things needed to do best work (40:55:39)
19) Don't need better classroom to do best work

(60:76:56)

In terms of the over-all score provided by the "Zy Class" instrument, all three

groups had positive medians. There were no differences between receiving and OE children,

but both groups were slightly more positive than children in sending schools. Equally

important, in the three groups of children the proportions with over-all positive per-

ceptions of their class (above zero) were 75% for OE children, 80% for residents and

70% for children in the sending schools.

11n this area, the numbers in parentheses are the proportions giving the indicated
response for OE, resident and sending school children respectively.



Aspect of Evaluation Finding

c) Over-all Perception
of Class, on
PositiveNegative
Continuum

Table 6

Proportions WithWith Indicated Over-All

famalan21:21aza--

Quality.

Positive

Balanced

Negative

Group

Score OE Res. Send;

9 -12 13 18' 7

5 . 8 35 34 29

1 - 4 27 28 34

0 9 6 7

- 4 13 11 18

5 . 8 3 3 5

9..12

Total Positive

Total Negative

75 80 70

16 14 23

Median 4.4.3 +4.8 +2.8

*There were some children with scores in this
category, but too few to round to 1%.

35.

Source

"My Class"

The final aspect of perception of class which was studied were children's

direct perceptions of each other. The children were given pre-printed lists cf the

class roster and the graduate assistant read a stimulus "guess who" item and the chil-
,

dren circled the names of their classmates to whom it applied. Our interest was not

in identifying stars or isolates but in seeing if either OE or resident children tended

to stereotype themselves or each other. To this end the analysis of these data com-

pared the responses to each item to the basic distribution of OE boys and girls in the
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classes studied on this instrument.1" The analysis was done separately by sex since the

immediate first finding was that among both OE and resident children (in the elementary

schools at least) boys and girls cordially dislike each other and attribute positive

characteristics to their on sex and negative characteristics to the opposite sex:.

The basic distribution against which the item responses were tabulated was:

OE boys - 10%

OE girls . 11%

Res. boys . 42%

Res. girls . 37%

The ovor-all finding from these items, which essentially consisted of nega-

tively charged behavioral descriptions, was that OE boys and girls tended to name

each other more often than in the proportions above. Thus the OP, children showed some

tendency to state that they more often had negative characteristics than the resident

children. 'For example, on the first item listed below, asking "who says mean things,"

among OE boys, 34% of their choices were other CE children compared to the of

the OE children actually in the classes. In contrast,.resident boys and girls typi-

caly chose children almost exactly in the proportions above, and thus indicated no

tendency to stereotype by group, instead saying that they felt these negative behavi-

oral traits were distributed among themselves and the OE children to the same extent.

1
This instrument was only administered in the first 31 schools studied

since sufficient data were obtained by that time.

4,4,474,771r-,



Aspect of Eva uation

d)'Frception of Each
Other'd Character-
istics

dl) Who Says Mean
Things?

d2) Who Pushes and
Shoves?

d3) Who is Not Sure
of Self in
Anything?

d4) Who Starts
Fights Over

. Nothing?

d.5) Who SaiS They
Can't Do Things?

d6) Who Do You Like
to Play With?

d7) Who Does Nobody
Play With?

37.

Finding Source

Sociometric
Inventory

OE boys and girls named each other more often than Si:

expected (34% and 31% compared to 2TTand picked
the residents less often.
Resident boys and girls selected children almost exactly
like the basic proportions in the classes

OE boys and girls
expected (35% and
less often.
Resident boys and
in class.

picked each other mire often than SI
32%) and picked the residents

girls responded as the proportions

OE boys named more OE boys and fewer resident boys SI
than expected. OE girls named more OE girls and
fewer resident boys than expected.'
Residents did not differ from the basic proportions.

OE boys and girls picked each other more often (37%
and 34%)
Residents no different than basic proportions.

OE boys and girls picked each other more often cm SI
and 1a4%).

Residents no different than basic proportions.

Selection was almost purely on basis of sex; i.e.) SI
OE boys selected selves (36%) and resident boys
(44%) and resident boys did same (11% and 65%);
so did OE (37% and 4570 and resident girls .

(15% and 68%).

Very few children named. Of these few, OE boys SI
named selves and OE girls similar to the basic
proportions but named more resident girls and
fewer resident boys. OE girls named more OE boys
and fewer resident boys than the basic proportions.
Residents did not differ from the basic proportions.

d8) Who Takes Others' All groups chose similarly to the basic proportions SI
Things? except OE girls who named each dther more often and

resident boys less often than those proportion.q

lin the Findings in this section, specific results are stated only when they
differ from the basic proportions, for instance in "d3" OE girls picked resident
girls as expected.

""---Z;Zr.7147C-Z4.3.:=14.4...c,-.4.0004::217;;;ZI



Aspect of Eva1 uation FindinL

d9) Who Lies to Get
Others in Trouble?

38.

.11111.1,
Source

OE boys chose OE and resident girls more often than SI
in the basic proportions and chose resident boys
less* OE girls also chose OE girls (but not boys)
more often and resident boys and girls less often.
Resident boys and girls chose OE children as in the
basic proportions but chose resident boys less often
and resident girls more often.

d10) Who Does Not OE boys and girls chose themselves more often and SI
Obey the Teacher? resident boys less often than the basic proportions.

Resident boys chose resident girls more and them-
selves less often, and resident girls chose as in
the basic proportions.

8. Friendship Patterns Within the Classroom

Two independent, and quite different, aspects of the study both support the

conclusion that frequent friendships have developed between OE and resident children.

As with the data just discussed on characteristics attributed to each other, the friend-

ship patterns too were predominantly between children of the same sex. The first source

of data was the direct questions asked the children in the interviews, as to whether

they had made "friends" with each other. Almost without exception they said they had.

A more rigorous test was provided by the instrument "Picking Friend,in which each

child was provided with a class roster and asked to place a number 1 next to his

"very good friends," a number 2 next to his "good" friends a 3 next to children who are

"okay" and a 4 next to those he "doesn't know well enough to rate."
1

The data from "Picking Friends" corroborates the interview data since in the

large majority of classes every resident child received a 1 or 2 from at least one OE

child and vice versa.

A detailed analysis of these data was also done in terms of the proportion of

OE children in the class. Four gradations were used: less than 10%, 10% to 25%,

lAs noted earlier in the Procedures we did not ask the child to place a 5 next to
those he "did not like." The instrument provides this final instruction, asking the
child to place the 5 next to all those without a number. These S's were added later
by clerical staff.

*See end of Appendix.
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26% to 45%, and 46% to 58%,, which was the highest concentration of OE children. These

data, presented in item "e" below, reveal two facts: the larger the proportion of OE

children in the class, the more positively the OE children felt about their friendships

with the resident children, but in contrast, resident children felt positively about

their friendships with the OE children at each gradation.

Finally, the data from "Picking Friends" indicated no differences among OE

or resident children in the extent to which they indicated they "did not know" each

other or the extent to which they had no liking for each other.

Aspect of Evaluation

a) Resident Children's
Perception of Social
Interaction Among
Children (N=595)

b) OE Children's Per-
ception of Social
Interaction Among
Children (U=567)

c) OE Perception of
Having Made Friends
Among Residents

d) Residents' Percep-
tion of Having
Bade Friends Among
OE

Finding

96% of resident children interviewed reported having
made friends among the bussed-in children. )46, re-
ported having made few friends (1-5), 26% some (6-15)
and 28% many (16 or more) friends.

98% of OE children interviewed reported having made
friends in the receiving school. 16% reported a few
(1-5) friends, 24% reported some (6-15) and 60% re-
ported many (16 or more).
Of these friends 8% were made on the bus only, 29%
in school only, and 63% both in school and on bus.

In 36% (for CE boys) and 25% (for OE girls) of classes,
ever' resident child was selected as a "very good" or
"good" friend by at least one OE child. In an addi-
tional third of the classes (32% for boys and 40% for
girls) at least three-fourths of resident children were
so rated. At the other end of the scale, in about 15%
of the classes, less than one-half of the resident
children were selected as "very good" or "good" friends
by the OE children.

In 80';4 of classes every CE child was selected by at
least one resident child as a "very good" or "good"
friend; in 17% of classes between cne-half and three-
fourths were so selected and in only 3% were fewer
than one-half selected.

Source

ObserversObservers
Interview
Resident
Children

Observers
Interview
OE Children

Friends"

"P F"



Aspect of Evaluation

e) Relationship of
Friendship Patterns
to Proportion of
OE children in
Class

f) Extent to Which
Children Did Not
Know Each Other

g) Extent to Which
Children Indicated
No Liking for Each
Other

40.

Findings Source

As the proportion of OE children increased from "PF"
less than 10 o/o to 58 o/c), friendship patterns
reported differed for OE and resident children.
For OE boys the proportion of classes in which
at least three-fourths of the resident children
were selected as "very good" or "good" friends
by OE children went from 24 o/o to 62 oio to
85 0/0 to 100 oio as the proportion of OE
children went from less than 10 ob, to 10-25 0 /0,
to 26-45 0/0 and 45 0/0 to 58 o/o. For OE girls,
the same trend was noted but the large increase
occurred in the 11 0/0 to 25 0/0 interval. The
proportions were: 17 oio, 67 o/c), 75 0 /0, and
83 o/o.

In contrast, for residents, the proportions of
classes in which at least three-fourths of the
OE children were selected as "very good" or "good"
friends stayed about the same. For resident boys,
these proportions were: 97 o/o, 84 o/o, 84 o/o,
and 100 o/o. For resident girls they were 93 0/0,
92 0/0, 86 ofo, 83 0/0.

The "Picking Friends" instrument gave the child an "PF"
option to indicate those children he did not "know
well enough" to rate. 6 0/0 of the OE children used
this option for each other, and about 9 0/0 used it
for resident children. Similarly, about 10 o/o of
the resident children used this option for OE children,
but more, about 14 o/o, used it for themselves.

The "Picking Friends" instrument provides an esti- "PF"
mate of the extent to which children indicated no
liking (and by inference, dislike) for each other.
Typically, for both OE and resident boys and girls,
about 20 o/o indicated this for themselves and for
each other. The only deviations from this were
the OE girls, where only 13 o/o indicated no lik-
ing for other OE girls, and the resident boys,'
where 25 0/0 indicated no liking for other resident
boys.
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9. Socializatassroom
Some of the free response data offers an insight into the observers'

feelings about socialization beyond the classroom. Overall, the observers

thought it was good with a general feeling of acceptance of each other by

resident and OE children, leading to increased mutual understanding. They

were critical, however, of lunch facilities, with their criticism stemming

from their perception of the OE children being seated separately when residents

were also in the lunchroom or having lunch alone because residents went home.

Aspect of Evaluation

a) Seating in
Lunchroom

b) Interaction in
Lunchroom among
Children

c) Interaction in
Play Activities

d) Observers' Sub-
jective feelings
about success of
social aspects of
program

Findin,g

Of l6 comments referring to seating at lunch,
76% were critical. These observers referred
either in general to separate seating of OE and
residents or noted specific reasons resulting in
this, i.e., only OE children eat lunch in school,
children receiving free lunch or shot" lunch are
seated separately, and a few to what they per-
ceived as children sitting together with friends
from the bus. The minority of positive comments
simply referred to integrated or interspersed seating.

Of 55 comments, about half (28) were positive GSR
references to the general atmosphere of the lunch-
room, the other half noted limited interaction (for
ell children), and a small cluster (5) to the OE
children sticking together.

Source

General
School
Report

Of 29 free response comments on interaction at
play, 62% referred to these as integrated inter-
actions and 38% referred to the OE and resident
children playing separately.

On the subjective evaluation form completed after
their visits, observers were asked to evaluate
the success of the "social or personals aspects
of OE. 8h% thought these were successful at least
partially. They referred to the understanding
gained by resident and OE children of each other,
to friendships, visits, and most often, to the fact
that the children got along well. Those who felt OE
was unsuccessful in its social and personal aspects
referred to the limited mixing at lunch or play (which
also troubled many observers whose overall rating was
positive), the lack of opportunity for OE children to
participate in after-school programs and the feeling
of some observers that the program intensifies the
childrenls feelings of segregation.

GSR.

Observers'
Subjective
Report

7
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10. Physical Facilities of Receiving School

Asked to rate the attractiveness of the classrooms they visited

and given tle chance to discuss any other facilities they observed, the

observers were generally complimentary about school facilities. Six out of

every seven thought classrooms average or better in attractiveness, and

similarly large majorities liked facilities like the library, auditorium,

gymnasium, and playground.

Aspect of Evaluation

a) Attractiveness
of Classroom

b) Attractiveness
of Lunchroom

c) Play space.,

d) Library

e) Auditorium

Findin

28% of classrooms rated above average, 59% average,
13% below average in attractiveness.

Asked to comment on lunchroom, 52% of observers
gave a comment classified as "attractive", 1.0e09
clean, neat, bright, or actually used the adjective
themselves. The 148% who thought otherwise referred
to the lunchroom as "unattractive", "dull", "de-
pressing" ind,ncrowdedu.

Of 50 comments on play space, 44 (88%) were positive. GSR
Observers liked both the facilities (playgrounds,
gymnasia)and the programs they saw.

Of 32 free response references to library (29), or to GSR
librarian (3) - 27 (85%) were positive. Observers
noted the frequent use, good supply of books and com-
petence of librarian, with the criticism referring to
small, limited libraries.

Source

Observer Class-
room Observation
Record

General
School
Report

15 comments on auditorium facilities were all positive. GSR

a
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Using the same format as the Sociometric Inventory, the children

were asked to indicate (on a class roster) those children who would "go on

to college," those who would "finish high school but not go on to college,"

and those who would make "good doctors and lawyers.° As with the soclometric

data, the purpose here was to see if there was any group stereotyping. On all

three items, the resident children selected children similarly to the basic

proportions of children in the classes and so showed no stereotyping. Generally,

the OE children selected on a similar basis, and any tendency to stereotype

indicated that they thought larger proportions of OE children then the basic

proportions would achieve college and make good doctors and lawyers.

Aspect of Evaluation Findin Source

143.

a) Who would go on Generally all groups selected like the basic Sociometric
to college? proportions. Only deviation was OE boys select- Inventory

ing selves slightly more and selecting resident
girls slightly lass than would be expected from
the basic proportions.

b) Who will finish
high school but
not college?

c) Who will rake good
doctors or
lawyers?

All groups selected with no differences from SI
the basic proportions.

OE boys picked themselves and OE girls more
and residentS less than the basic proportions.
OE girls picked themselves more and resident
boys less than the basic proportions.
Resident boys and girls picked as the basic
proportions.

SI



12. Impact ELOLIn School Attendance

Participation in the OE program had no consistent effect on attendance at

school. This was true if one compared the attendance data for the 1965-66 school year

for the OE, resident and matched sample children or if one compared the attendance

rates for OE children in the sending and receiving schools.

Aspect of Evaluation Finding

a) Attendance 1965-66

b) Attendance in
1964-6q compared
to 1965-66, for
first year OE
children

Source

No differences in attendance. Cumulative
During school year, median OE boy absent 10.5 days, Record
resident boy, 13 days, and matching boys 9.7 days. Card
Median OE girl absent 9.7 days, resident girl 11.9
days, matching girls 10.5 days.

Across all grades, for boys 42% were absent less CRC
when in OE, 52% absent mores 6% same (48:52).
For girls, 36% were absent less, 57% more, and 7%
the same (43:57).
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13. XMPaot on Readies; AWAMIRIMt

The data available on reading achievement presented in

this section have been limited to those instances when the same test,

the Metropolitan Achievement Test, was available for both a pre-score

in October-November 1965, and a post-score in May 1966. Based on

these data, all three groups (0E,"resident and patched samples)

averaged near.normal.progress for the seven or eight months of the

school year which separated the two testing sessions with median

gains of .74, .87 and .76 respectively. Nevertheless, at the end

of the year about two-thirds of OE and matched sample children were

reading at least .4 of a year below grade level, as were two-fifths

of the resident children. Finally, the data indicated that within

the sample of 212 OE and sending school children matched on reading

grade in the sending school at the time the OE child left, the child

who entered OE gained more 42% of the time, the child who remained

in the sending school gained more 54% of the time, and they did not

differ 4% of the time. While this pattern does not differ statisti-

cally at a significant level from chance, quite clearly, for this

sample, there was no benefit in terms of reading achievement for

those children who entered the OE program.

A different insight into academic functioning was provided

by the observers/ subjective evaluations of the academic success of

the program. Referring primarily to the OE children, a large majority

of the observers judged the program to.be successful in its academic

aspects.



&Ma& Evaluation Finding
a) Distribution

at end of
sohool year

b) Reading growth
during 1965-66
b)1. Proportion
of children who
improved

b)2. Average
Improvement

o)3. Proportion
of children who
declined

As of May 1966, in grades 3 to 6, results
were similar. Among residents, about 25%
were reading within .4 of grade level, with
about 35% more than .4 above, 'and 40% more
than .4 below grade level. For OE and matched
sample children, about 20% were-within .4 of
grade level, about 10 more than .4 above and
about 65% more than .4 below grade.

In grades 3 and 4, 92% to 94% of OE and resi-
dent children gained in reading during the
year, compared to 88% and 90% of the matched
sample. In grades 5 and 6 it was 79% to 82%
of the OE and resident Oildren compared to
88% of matched sample. 46

OE children overall averaged .74 of a grade
gain in the 7 or 8 months between testings.
Resident children gained more, averaging .87
of a'grade gain in this period, and matched
sample children averaged a gain of 074.

In each grade there were proportions of chit- As
dren whose test data show a decline from Oct. -
Nov. to May, usually of between .1 and .4 of a
grade. For residents, this was about 4.5% in
grades 3 and 4 and 16% to 18% in grades 5 and 6.
OE children showed the same pattern, 5% to 7%
in grades 3 and 4 but 14/1 to 16% in grades 5 and
6. Among matched sample children, it was 5% to
8% in each grade.

SourceMOM/

Cumulative
Record Card
and Bd. of
Education I
datat
Metro.
Achievement
Tests

As above

As above

1.
We are Tateful to the New York City Board of Education for
permitting us to send our staff to the Board in July to obtain
the spring, 1966 reading scores as soon as they became

2.
(Ns,

Records for, matched children in the sixth grade had been sent to
their junior high school and so were not available to us.

above

/
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Aspect of Evaluation Finding Source

b) 4. Who Declined

c) Comparative
Reading Achieve-
ment of OE and
matched sample

.d) Observers' Sub -
jective Evaluation
of Success of Aca-
demic Aspects of
Program

Of 65 resident children who declined, 72% had
been reading above grade level on their Oct. -
Nov. scores with almost a third reading more
than 2 years above grade level. This suggests
that one sot of scores is misleading, possibly
because of a ceiling effect of interacting
test levels, a possibility which we could not
test out.
For OE children no such pattern was evident.
Half of those who declined were reading above
grade level in Oct.-Nov., and half below, and
fewer than 10% were reading two or more years
above grade level.

Of 212 matched children, the child who entered
OE gained more 82 times; there was no differ-
ence 2 times and the child who remained in the
sending school gained more 114 times.

On their final subjective reports, each ob-
server was asked to evaluate the success of
the academic aspects of the OE program, based
on the school they had observed. 76% rated
the academic aspect of the program "successful"
and 24% rated it "unsuccessful."
Those who thought it successful noted the good
conditions for learning re atmosphere,
or discipline or standards), the positive atti-
tudes of the school, the good teaching and the
facilities.
The minority who thought it unsuccessful noted
lacks in teacher understanding of, or response
to, the needs of the OE children, and lack of
changes in methodology in response to varied
levels of performance and functioning.

As above

Met.Ach.
Scores
Oct.-May
Matched
Samples

Observers'
Subjective
Report
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16. QUalit2:112.121131.11g191

Asked both to rate and provide free response data as to various aspects

of the bussing service after riding the bus home with the children, the observers

assigned "good" ratings to,its promptness (89%), convenience (68%), and the disci.-

pline maintained (33%) in descending order. In the free response data on bussing,

the observers had both positive and negative comments on aspects such as the polite -

nessmrudeness of the driver, the "crowded -"not crowded" conditions, the brevity or

length of the ride . these varied with the individual school or bus situation. They

were all but unanimous in criticizing the lack of supervision on the busses and the

behavioral problems they fet resulted from this lack of supervision.

Aspect of Findin

a) Promptness of
bussing-

service

b) Convenience of
.bussing service

c) Discipline
maintained
on bus

d) General
comments
on bUssing

89% of observers rated promptness as "good," 7%
as "average," and 1% as "poor."

68% of observers rated convenience as "good,"
19% as "average," and 13% as "poor."

33% of observers rated it as "good," 45% as
"average" and 22% as 'poor."

Source

General
School
Report

GSR

GSR

In addition to their ratings, about half of the GSR
observers added a free response about the
bussing service. Comments categorized as about
adriver,""conditions on bus" or "length of trip"
were each about 50% favorable and 50% unfavorable.
Of comments categorized as about "behavior of
children" or "need for supervision," a heavy
majority (92%) were critical of the behavior or
lack of supervision.

1

7:7:7;217.?
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15. Socio-Educational ptscriptive Data

Data from the cumulative record card indicate that the great majority

of OE, resident and sending school children were recorded as living in intact

family units. A physiological comparison was provided by height and weight

data, and these indicate no differences between OE and resident children with

the only exception the fact that resident boys were heavier, on the average, in

the upper grades.

The cumulative record cards also list two areas in which children could

be listed as unsatisfactory: The first is the academic area, specifically in-

volving six separate subject areas. The second is a personal and social adjustment

area involving six separate aspects as well. In the academic area, if we consider

all unsatisfactories ever received, the OE children had received more than either

resident or matched sample children in 'social studiedland in "mathematics and

science." Otherwise differences, if any, were slight. However, if we consider,

only those received by OE and matched sample children in the sending school, the

OE children had received fewer.

The pattern for the social and personal adjustment data was somewhat

different. Considering all of the unsatisfactories received, OE boys and girls

had received more than resident children, but the OE boys did not have more than

the matched sample boys, although the OE girls did. Again, considering only those

unsatisfactories received in the sending school, both OE boys and girls had received

fewer than the matched sample children.

These analyses of the ratings for the sending school only are, of course,

somewhat deceptive, since the OE children were in the sending schools for at least

one year less than the matched sample children. The comparisons were made, however,

to attempt to shed some light on the point often made by administrative and teaching



staff that the children in the OE program were insufficiently screened and/or

were not a representative sample of the children in the sending schools. Even

allowing for the deceptiveness of the data, there is little support for that

claim in these data on the unsatisfactories listed on the cumulative record card.

Finally, the data permitted an insight into school mobility as reflected

in the number of schools attended. Obviously, the OE children had to attend one

more school, and so this had to be allowed for in the data. Other than this, there

were no differences in mobility between OE and resident children, but each of these

groups was somewhat more stable than the sending school children.

1.1.s.peclof Evaluation

a) Family intact-
ness

b) Height

) Weight

d) frequency of
unsatisfactory
ratings in subject
performance:
Language Arts

Findinc, Source

50.

85% of OE compared to 91% of resident and 89% of Cumulative
Matched sample lived in intact family units. Record Card

Lornals, OE and residents less!than an inch
apart, with OE always taller in grades 3 to 6.
Forbon, OE and residents were less than an
inch apart with no pattern to the differences,
i.e., OE taller in grades 4 and 5, residents
in grades 3 and 6.

CRC

For girls, OE and resident children in grades 3 and CRC
4 had mean weights within 1 pound: Grade 5, OE girls
6 pounds heavier on average; grade 6, resident girls
Ai pounds heavier on average.
For bogs, OE and resident children within 2 pounds in
grades 3 and 4, residents 10 pounds heavier on average
in grade 5, and 12 pounds heavier in grade 6.

Proportion who had received an unsatisfactory was CRC
essentially similar in L.11_ three groups. Of residents,
27% of boys and 19% of girls had been rated "unsatis=
factory" at some time in "language arts" compared to
33% of OE boys, 23% of OE girls,and 28% of matched
boys and 19% of matched girls.
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Aspect of Evaluation Findin Source

e) Frequency of
Unsatisfactory
Ratings in Sub-
ject Performance
other than
Language Arts

e)1. Boys

e)2. Girls

e)3. Comparison
of OE and matched
sample on ratings
in subject perform-
ance in sendin
school onl

f) Ratings of
In Class
Behavior:

f)1. Boys

Other than in °language arts," 2% to 10% of resi- CRC
dent boys ever received an unsatisfactory. Of OE
boys it was a similar 8% or 9% in °reading," °oral
expression" and °health, music and art" but 23% in
"social studies" and 34% in °math and science."
Of matched sample boys, 9% and 13% received unsat-
isfactories in all fields except for "math and
science" where 22% had received one. Thus OE boys
had received more unsatisfactories in "social studies"
and "math and science" than residents, and more in
"social studies ":., than matched sample children.

Of resident girls, between 3% and 8% had received an CRC
unsatisfactory except for 17% who had received one in
"math and science." For OE girls, it was a similar
6% and 8% in "reading," "oral expression" and "health,
music and art" but 16% in "social studies" and 314% in
"math and science." Of the matched sample, it was 6%
to 9% in every subject. For girls, too, then, the OE
sample had received more unsatisfactories than the
resident or matched samples.

Forboza, between 1.% and 14% fewer OE than sending school CRC

children had ever received an unsatisfactory in a subject
area, with the greatest difference in "language arts" (1.i %).'

EmAtlg, between 5% and 11% fewer OE than matched chil-
dren had ever received an unsatisfactory in the sending
schools for all subjects except "math and science." Here,

6%.more OE than matched sample girls had received an un-
satisfactory in the sending schools.

Of six characteristics rated on the cumulative record
card2-, beti'een 23% and 35% of resident boys had re-
ceived an "unsatisfactory" at some point in their school
career, compared to between 32% and 50% of OE boys and
32% and 19% of sending school boys in matched sample.

CRC

.. It should be remembered in these comparisons, that the matched sample children
had at least-one more year in the sending school in which to receive an unsatisfactory.

2
These-six characteristics are: gets along well with other children, obeys school
rules.and.regulations, carries out responsibilities, is satisfied with a reasonable
amount of attention, shows self .control, participates. to a reasonable extent in class.
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f)2. Comparison
of OE and matched
sample boys on
in-class behavior

f)3. Girls

f)4. Comparison
of OE and matched
sample girls on
in-class behavior

05. Comparison
of OE and matched
sample on in-class
behavior in gad-
=school may, 2.

g) Number of Schools
attended

52.

Source

On 4 of 6 specific characteristics, the pro- CRC
portion of OE and matched sample boys differed
3% or less. On 2, "gets along well,'' and "shows
self control' 8% and 9% rower of OE boys had
ever received an unsatisfaltory.

Of 6 characteristics, between 11% and 21% of CRC
resident girls had ever received an uncatis-
factory compared to between 20% and 28% of
OE girls and 10% and 25% of sending school
girls in matched sample.

Of 6 characteristics, OE and matched sample CRC
girls differed 3% or loss on "carries out
responsibilities" and upe:rticipates...in
class". On the other 4, between 7% and 11%
more OE than matched sample girls had re-
ceived an unsatisfactory.

Eliminating those unsatisfactories received CRC
in the receivina school, for bogs,, between
16% and 235 r OE than matched sample boys
received unsatisfactories on each of the six
characteristics. Ea_glItlE, differences were
4% or less except for "carries out responsi-
bilities" and "participates" where 10% and 13%
fewer QE than matched sample children had ever
received an unsatisfactory.

65% of OE children had attended no other school CRC
than the receiving and sending school, com-
pared to 64% of the resident children and 52%
of children in the matched sample who had
attended no other school. At the other end
of the continuum 13% of OE children had
attended 3 or more schools other than receiving
and sending schools compared to 16% of resident
and 18% of matched sample children.



Summary_21.1122ults

1. 22211Ix91Instruction: Both in general and in specific subject

areas, observers felt about 35% of lessons observed were above average,

about 45% average and about 20% below average.

2. Awareness of OE: By a variety of criteria (seating, reciting,

'volunteering) a majority (62% to 84%) of times observers felt OE

children functioned and were treated like resident children.

3. Observers' ati v. of Teacher FunctioninZ: On the 19 characteristics

of the Ryans Scale, teachers were rated as average on about 6, above

average on 12 and below average only on 1 because of the use of stereo-

typed rather than original techniques and routines.

4. ScholStalf.4ppraisal,sLimmIE: At each level two-thirds were

"mildly" or "strongly" favorable but most of these would modify the

program rather than retain it as is. Modifications suggested most

often involve better screening, more services to receiving school,

superviion on bus, coordination between sending and receiving school,

and beginning in or using lower grades first. Commenting on the con-

tributions of the program, most staff felt these lay in the area of

improved ethnic relationships and understandings and improved educational

opportunities for the OE children. The weaknesses paralleled the modi-

fications suggested above.

5. Children's Appraisal of Program: a) OE children almost unanimously

(90%) in favor, primai-lly because of better discipline and fewer fights,

better schools and/or teachers so learning more, and physical facilities

of receiving school.
b) resident children favored program

(70%) on grounds of getting to know people or helping OE children attend

a better school and get better education.
$1101011414~~4.10000010610000:4100444410004001fotofr
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6. 012227:12E9LAlmEgss1212uanal: a) If were OE parent, two-thirds

of observers would feel positively or enthusiastically, one-third negatively.

b) If were resident parent, 60%

positive or enthusiastic, 40% negative. ,
c) As selves, 58% said retain

as is, 36% modify and 6% abolish. Modifications were almost exclusively

in area of providing more remedial and therapeutic services in receiving

schools and better teacher training re techniques. Of the 6% who said

abolish, all but 1 had seen just an example of poor teaching. The

exception had seen a class with what he perceived as segregated seating.

7. Children's Perception of School Class and Classmates.: Basically

OE and residents had similar perceptions. On 2 separate instruments

covering 39 aspects of school, class, staff and classmates, OE'and

resident children had same or similar (within 5%) response patterns

on 16 items, differed slightly (6% to 10%) on 14 others, and were

more than 10% apart on only 9 items. In all instances, the differences

involved a smaller pr000rtion of OE children holding a positive per-

ception of class or school, but equally significant in almost all of

these instances, even smaller proportions of children in the sending

schools held a positive perception. On a variety of negative charac-

teristics, OE children showed some tendency to select themselves more

often than would be expected on basis of their proportion for class.

Residents typically selected almost identically in terms of proportions

in class.

8. Friendshilo Patterns: 98% of OE children and 96% of resident chil-

dren report making friends with each other. The perception of resirl.ent

children feeling friendly towards OE children is corroborated by the
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data from "Picking Friends." In 80% of the classes every OE child

was picked as a "very good" or "good" friend by at least 1 resident

child. In only 3% of the classes wore less than 1/2 of the OE children

picked. In contrast, in only 30% of classes, every resident child was

picked as a "very good" or "good" friend, and in 15% of the classes

less than 1/2 of the resident children were so selected.

9. 'Socialization Be and the Classroom: ObserverS generally felt

that social aspects of the program were at least "partially successful"

with most concern expressed about seating patterns in lunchrooms.

10. lhalcal Facilities: Observers were favorably impressed with

the physical facilities they saw in the receiving schools.

11. L011.2LAIRlyation: On aspiration. items, all groups usually

selected according to basic proportions. When this did not happen,

the deviation involved OE selecting themselves more often.

12. Attendance: There were no differences in attendance among OE,

resident and matched samples, and no differences for first year OE

children between this year's OE attendance and last year's attendance

in sending schools.

13. Reacilm: All 3 groups achieved near normal progress for the

seven,to eight month interval between testingst .74 for OE, .87 for

resident, and .76 for matched sample children in the sending: schools.

Nevertheless, 40% of resident and 65% of OE and sending school chile'oen

were reading at least .4 of a year below grade. level at the end of the

year. Of 2i2 matched children, the OE child gained more 89 times, and



the child who stayed in the sending school gained more 114 times,

with 9 no different.

14. BREgm.asice: After riding the busses, the observers were

generally positive about the promptness and convenience but less so

about the discipline maintained.

15. Socio-Educational Data: a) 85% OE, 89% matched, and 91% of

resident samples resided in intact families.

b) Same proportion (65%) of OE children

had attended only sending and receiving schools as resident children

who had attended only 1 school.

c) Height and weight: no differences.

d) Ratings in subject performances no

differences in most subjects, but OE children more often rated unsatis-

facto14 than matched sample children in "social studies" and "math and

science."

e) Ratings in class behavior: more OE

children than resident received unsatisfactories, but same or fewer

OE boys than matched samples received unsatisfactories. For girls,

the opposite was true; more OE than matched sample children received

unsatisfactories.

f) Strikingly more boys than girls in

OE, resident and matched samples received unsatisfactory in each of

the behavior ratings.



LIMITATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

In understanding what was and what was not done in this project,

the time schedule involved must be taken into account. The project

was begun on May 23 and project staff were in schools collecting data

by May 31. Thus, in one week, instruments had to be developed and

reproduced,-staff recruited and briefed, and appointments made for

the school visits. Through-the efforts of several able-and conscien-

tious persons, all of these activities were completed so that the ob-

servational visits did start as planned, on May 31. Nevertheless,, it

was June 17th by the time all of the receiving schools were seen. This

was considered too late to send observational teams into the sending

schools, which would have been desirable to complete the design of the

study. This time schedule also meant that we could not interview

parents of any or the three groups of children in the study, nor did

we believe we had sufficient time to elicit a representative sample

of parent attitude by mail.

Other than these two omissions, we believe the project was

implementd, to an astonishing degree, as it would have been had we

had the traditional months for instrument development and research

design. Questions would have been smoother and provision would have

been made for easier coding of responses, but in the main - with the

two exceptions noted - we believe the project represents what it would

have been with more time available for pre-data collection activities.

The overall evaluation of the OE program depends on the criterion

selected. In terms of reading achievement, for example, the children

<r}
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who entered OE gained nothing that those who remained in the sending

schools did not.
1

In contrast, in terms of social interactions and

making friendships across ethnic groups, everyone - staff, observerse

and -9 most.important,'the resident and. OE children agreed ~that the

program was extremely successful. Similarly, if you use the criterion

of impression of school and class, the OE program would be considered

successful. The OE children had essentially positive impressions of

school, class and classmates. While, at times, smaller proportions

off',. them had these positive impressions than was true of the resident

children, nevertheless, in these same instances, larger proportions

of OE than of sending school children had positive impressions. If

you use the criterion of staff reaction, the program would be con-

sidered of doubtful success, since staff, on the record, communicated

a feeling that their jobs had become more difficult and school.disci-

pline had declined; off the record, they reinforced this02

1
One wonders if this is not in some way tied to the weakness many

staff and observers noted'of the lack of remedial programs and personnel
in the receiving schools. It may well be that the children who stayed
in the sending schools had more remedial help available to them.
2
If this investigator can be permitted a personal reaction, it seems

that a striking omission from the responses of school administrative
and teaching staff was' any perception of the challenge represented by
the OE program and any consistent feeling, of satisfaction from parti-
cipating in the educational aspect of the current social changes and
developments in the United States. What seemed to run through the
responses was that school staff would have been enthusiastic about
the OE program if every disciplinary.problema had been screened out
and kept in the sending schools, if only academically able students
had been sent, or if with the less academically able came large numbers
of remedial staff.
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The staff and observer considerations of strengths and weaknesses

or the program and the modifications they suggested point up' an inter-
'

eating dichotomy. The strengths were all in the heart of the program

itself: greater integ4gation, ethnie interaction .and understanding,

children learning aboult each other's way of life and point of view,

and improved educational opportunities for OE children., In contrast,

the weaknesses and modifications all involved administrative aspects

of the way in which the program was implemented. Lack of supervision
1 1

on bussed, A.amk of orientation of resident and OE parents, or lack

of orientation of children, poor coordination between sending and

receiving schools, or insufficient personnel in receiving schools -

if true - are weaknesses which can be remedied and many seem like

.administrative complications which might have been anticipated.

In.conclusion, one is tempted to quote the Bible and note that

"a little child shall.lead them," for, despite the problems and

administrative difficulties, the clearest positive'evaluation comes

from the liking of the children for the program and for each other.

1.
This problem of supervision on the busses would seem like a good area

for developing a program whereby anti-poverty funds might be used to
hire neighborhood adults to come on the busses with the childrent'be
available to the receiving school staff during the day, and ride home
with the children. Such a program might also make it possible to delay
the ride home so that OE children could, participate in after-school
activities.
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Open Enrollment - Elementary School

OE: Principal's Interview

As you know, we are studying the Open Enrollment Program. Your School
is one .of those chosen for a more intensive exploration of the working, of

the program. We would like to ask you a few questions about'the program,
especially about the program this past year. Your answers to our questions
will be held in strict confidence. Only the project director and his
immediate staff7will,see any record of this interview. Neither you nor
your school will ever.be identified in any way in our reports.

a) Name b) School

c) Age . d) Sex M F

2. What did you dO before becoming principal here?

Race. N

a) At what school

c) For how long

a) No. White Teachers

) Where

b) No. Negro Teachers

No. OE children: c) Negro d) White e) Puerto Rican f)Others

g) Total no. of children enrolled in school

4. How long has OE program been in operation at. your school?

5. What do the teachers think of the program? (If response is "it depends,"
ask "On what " in terms of alternates below:).

a) No. of OE children

b) Grade level taught

c) Sex of teacher

d) Age of teacher

e) Race of teacher

f) Homogeneous or heterogeneous grouping

g) Others

r



6. No. of teachers who like it:

a) All b) Most c) Half d) Very few ,e) None

Of those who like it, how would you characterize the extent of their liking?

(1) (b) (c)

-.Enthusiastic Accepting Doubtful
or or but

Strongly Mildly in Slightly
Accepting Favor Positive

Of those who dislike it,how would you characterize the extent of their dislike?

(1) (b) (c)

Doubtful Critical Strongly
but or Opposed

Lightly
.

Mildly
Negative Opposed

What do the parents of the resident children think of the program?

10. Do they talk to you about it? a) Yes b) No

11. If negative, why?

12. If positive, why?



13. No.' of parents who like it:

a) All Most c) Half d) Very few

1 . Of those who like it, how would, you chaiacterize the extent of their liking?

(a) (b) (c)

Enthusiastic Accepting Doubtful
or or but

Strongly Mildly Slightly
Accepting in Favor Poslive

15. Of those who dislike it, how would, you characterize the extent of their dislike?

(a) (b) (c)

Doubtful Critical Strongly
but or Opposed

Slightly Mildly
Negative Opposed

16. How many contacts have you had with parents of OE children?

a) Many Some c) Few , d) None

17. How does this compare with the frequency of your contacts with parents of

resident children?

(a) (b) (c)

More than with About the same Less than
resident parents as resident parents resident parents

18. What do the parents of the OE (or bussed in) children think of the program?

19. Do they talk to you about it?

20. If negative, why?

a) Yes b) No



21. If positive, w

22. No. of parents who like it:

a) All b) Most c) Half d) Very few e) None

-4-

23. Of those who like it, how would you characterize the extent of their liking?

(a) (b) (c) .

Enthusiastic Accepting Doubtful
or or , but

Strongly Mildly in Slightly
Accepting Favor Positive

24. Of those who dislike it, how would you characterize the extent of their dislike?

(a) (b) (c)

Doubtful but Critical or Strongly
Slightly Negative Mildly Opposed Opposed

25. Have there been any administrative problems because of the OE program?

a) Yes b) No

If Yes, what?

26. How many would you say? a) Many b) Some c) Few d) None

27. How severe were they? a) Crucial b) Moderate c) Minor or unimportant

28. Typically how were these problems resolved?
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29. In addition to what you have just told me, how has the OE program affected

your job in particular?

.30. 'a) More difficult

31. a) Substantial

b) 'About the same.

b) Moderate

.How. were these problems resolved?

33. How made it better?

c) Less difficult

c) Slightly

34. Have there been changes with respect to methods of instruction? Yes b) No
If Yes, what?

35. a) Many b) Some (moderate) c) Few d) None

36. . a) Major b) Moderate c) Minor d) Insignificant

37. Have there been changes with respect to mil achievement? a) Yes b) No

If Yes, what?

38. a) Many

39. a) Greater

b) Some (moderate) c) Few d) None

b) Same c) Less achievement



40. Have there been changes with respect to discipline? a) Yes b) No

If Yes, what?

41. a) Many b) Some (moderate).

42. a) More b)

43.

c) Few

c) Less

d) None

What do the white resident children think of the OE children in the school?

)a) (b) (c)

Strongly Mildly Neutral
Accepting Accepting

(d) (e)

Mildly Strongly
Rejecting Rejecting

(f)
Don't Know

44. What do the resident Negro children (if any) think of the OE children?

(a) (b) (c)

Strongly Mildly Neutral
Accepting Accepting

45. What do the OE children think of the
(a) )b) (c)

Strongly Mildly Neutral
Accepting Accepting

(d) (e)

Mildly Strongly
Rejecting Rejecting

OE Program?
(d)

Mildly
Rejecting

(f)
Don't Know

(e) (f)
Strongly Don't Know
Rejecting

46. What do the OE children think of the resident children?

(a) (b)

Strongly Mildly
Accepting Accepting

47. What do the

(a)

Strongly
Accepting

48. What do the

(a)

Like
Very Much

OE children

(b)

Mildly
Accepting

(c)

Neutral

think of the

(c)

Neutral

(d) (e) (f)

Mildly Strongly Don't Know
Rejecting Rejecting

teachers in this school?

(d)

Mildly
Rejecting

OE children think of this school?

(b)

Like
Moderately

(e( (f)
Strongly Don't Know
Rejecting

(c) (d) (e) (f)
Neutral Dislike Dislike Don't Know

Moderately Very Much



49. What do you think of the OE program in general?

(a)

Strongly
Favorable

(b)

Mildly
Favorable

50. What do you think of the OE

(a)

Strongly
Favorable

(b)

Mildly
Favorable

(c)

Neutral
)a)
Mildly

Unfavorable

children in your school?

)c)

Neutral
(d)

Mildly
Unfavorable

-7-

)e)

Strongly
Unfavorable

(e)

Strongly
Unfavorable

51. What do you think are the most valuable contributions of the Open Enrollment
ENOgram as it is presently organized? (Consider the effects upon children,

teachers, school, and community.)

52. What do you consider the major weaknesses of the Open Enrollment Program .as it

is presently organized? (Consider the effects upon children, teachers, school,

and community.)

53. What modifications would you suggest in order to improve the Open Enrollment

Program?

54. Finally, do you think the OE program should be continued as is, modified, or

abolished?

a) Continued (b) Modified (c) Abolished (d) No Opinion



Open Enrollment o h7lelisktalmLither',s interview

As you know', we are studying the Open Enrollment Program. Your school

is one of those chosen for a more intensive exploration of the works «g zf

the program. We would like. to ask you a few questions about the program,

especially about the program this past year. Your answers to our questions

will be held in strict confidence. Only the project director and his immedi-

ate staff will see aytk record of this interview. Neither you nor your school
will ever be identified in any way in our repOrts.

1. a) Name b) School

(t) Age d.) Sex M F

2. What did. you do before teaching here?

e) Race N W

INNV 1111111110

If prior teaching:

a) At what school? b) Where?

c) For how long?

.3. Undergraduate education: a) Where?

b) Major?

4. Graduate education: a) Where? .

b) Major? c) Minor?

d) No. of credits?

What do the other teacher's think of the Program? (If answer is "It depends,"
ask "On what. . ." using the following alternatives as a guide.)

a) No. of OE children

b) Grade level taught

c) Sex of teacher

d) Age of teacher'

e) Race of teacher

f) Homogeneous or heterogeneous grouping

g) Others

1. I I. I . I= I I I I. WI



6. No. of teachers who like it:

a) All b) Most c) Half d) Very few e) None

7. Of those who like it, how would you characterize the extent of their liking?

(a) (b) (c)

Enthusiastic Accepting Doubtful,
or or but

Strongly Mildly in Slightly
Accepting Favor Positive

2

8. Of those who dislike it, how would you characterize the extent of their dislike?

(a) (b) (c)
Doubtful Critical Strongly

but or Opposed
Slightly Mildly
Negative Opposed

9. What do the parents of the resident children think of the program?

10. Do they talk to you about it? a) Yes b) No

11. If negative, why?

12. If positive, why?

13. No. of parents who like it:

a) All b) Most c) Half d) Very few e) None



14. Of those who like it; how would you characterize the extent of their liking?

(a) (b) (c)

Enthusiastic Accepting Doubtful

or or but

Strongly Mildly in Slightly

Accepting Favor Positive

15. Of those who dislike it, how would. you characterize the extent of their dislike?

(a) (b) (c)

Doubtful Critical Strongly
but or Opposed

Slightly Mildly
Negative Opposed

16. What contacts have you had with parents of OE children?

a) Many b) Some c) Few d) None

17. How does this compare with the frequ,ncy of your contacts with parents of
resident children?

(a) (b) (c)

More than with About the same Less than
resident parents as resident parents resident parents

18. What do the parents of the OE (or bussed in) children think of the program?

19. Do they talk to you about it?

20. If negative, why?

21. If positive, why?

a) Yes b) No



22. No. of parents who like it:

a) All b) Most c) Half d) Very few e) None

23. Of those who like it, how would you characterize the extent of their liking?

(a) (b) (c)

Enthusiastic Accepting Doubtful
or or but

Strongly Mildly in Slightly

Accepting Favor Positive

24. Of those who dislike it, how would you characterize the extent of their dislike?

(a) (b) (c)

Doubtful Critical Strongly
but or : Opposed

Slightly Mild]
Negative Opposed.

25. Have there been changes with respect to your methods of instruction? a) Yes b) No
If yes, what were they?

26. a) Many b) Some (moderate)

`27. a) Major b) Moderate

c) Few d) None

c) Minor d) Insignificant

28. Have there been changes with respect to pupil achievement? a) Yes b) No
If yes, what were they?

29. a) Mani b) Some (moderate) c) Few d) None

30. a) Greater b) Same c) Less achievement
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31. Have there been changes with respect to discipline? a) Yes

If yes, what were they?

32. a) Many b) Some (moderate)

33. a) More b) Same c) Less

c) Few d) None

34. What were the reactions of the children to changes 'n",methods of instruction,

pupil achievement, and discipline? (This refers to OE children.)

(a)
Strongly
Favorable

(b) (c) (d)

Mildly Neutral Mildly
Favorable Unfavorable

(e)

Strongly
Unfavorable

(f)
Don't know

35. What were the reactions of the resident children to changes, if any, in methods

of instruction, pupil achievement, and discipline?

(a) (b)

Strongly Mildly
Favorable Favorable

(c) (d)

Neutral ,Mildly
Unfavorable

(e)

Strongly
Unfavorable

(f)
Don't know

36. What do the white resident children think of the OE children in the school?

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Strongly Mildly Neutral Mildly
Accepting Accepting Rejecting

37. What do the

(a)
Strongly
Accepting

resident Ne

(b)

Mildly
Accepting

o children

(c)

Neutral

(e)

Strongly Don't know
Rejecting

(if any) think of the OE children?

(d)

Mildly
Unfavorable

38. What do the OE children think of the OE Program?

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Strongly Mildly Neutral . Mildly
Accepting Accepting Unfavorable

(e)

Strongly
Rejecting

(e)
Strongly
Rejecting

(f)
Don't know

Don't know



39. What do the

(a)

Strongly
Accepting

OE children think of the resident children?

(b)

Mildly
Accepting

(c)
Neutral

(a)

Mildly
Rejecting

(e) (f)
Strongly
Rejecting Don't know

4o, What do the OE children think of the other teachers in this school?

(a)
Like

Very Much

41. What do the

(a)

Like
Very Much

42. What do you

(a)
Strongly
Favorable

(b)

Like
Moderately

OE children

(b)

Like
Moderately

(c)

Neutral

think of this

(c)

Neutral

(a)

Dislike
Moderately

school?

(a)

Dislike
Moderately

think of the OE program in general?

(b)

Mildly
Favorable

(c)

Neutral

(e)

Dislike
Very Much

(e)

Dislike
Very Much

(d) (e)
Mildly. Strongly

Unfavorable Unfavorable

43. What do you think of the OE children in your school?

(a)
Strongly
Favorable

(b)

Mildly
Favorable

(c)

Neutral
(d) (e)

Mildly Strongly
Unfavorable Unfavorable

(r)
Don't know

(f)

Don't know

44. What do you think are the most valuable contributions of the Open Enrollment
Program as it is presently organized? (Consider the effects upon children,
teachers, school, and community.)

45. What do you consider the major weaknesses of the Open Enrollment Program
as it is presently organized? (Consider the effects upon children, teachers,
school and communfty.)



46. What modifications would you suggest in order to improve the Open Enrollment

Program?

47. Finally, do you think the OE program should, be continued as is, modified, or

abolished?

a) Continued b) Modified c) Abolished d) No opinion



Open Enrollment - Elementary Schools - Remedial Teacher Interview

As you know, we are studying the Open Enrollment Program. Your school is
one of those chosen for a more intensive exploration of the working of the program.
We wouId like to ask you a few questions about the program, especially about the
program this past year. Your answers to our questions will be held in strict con-
fidence. Only the project director and his immediate staff will see any record of
this interview. Nelther you nor your school will ever be identified in any way in
our reports.

1. a) Name b) School

c) Age d) Sex M F e) Race N W

2. What did you do before coming to this school?

If had prior school employment:

a) At What School b) Where

c) For How Long

3. Undergraduate education: a) Where?

b) Major?

4. Graduate education: a) Where?

b) Major? c) Minor?

d) No. of credits?

5. What do the other teachers think of i',4e program? (If response is "it depend!,') ask
"On what . . ." in terms of alternates below:

a) No. of CE children

b) Grade level taught

c) Sex of teacher

d) Age of teacher

e) Race of teacher

111elEM1

f) Homogeneous or heterogeneous group n

g) Others



No. of other teachers who like it:

a) All b) Most c) Half d) Very few e) None

7.. Of those who like it, how would you characterize the extent of their liking?

(a) (b) (c)
Enthusiastic Accepting Doubtful

1

1

or or but
Strongly Mildly in Slightly

Accepting Favor Positive

8. Of those who dislike it, how would you characterize the extent of their dislike?

(a) (b)

Doubtful Critical
but or

Slightly Mildly
Negative Opposed

4.

9. What do the parents of the resident children think of the program?

10. Do they talk to you about it? a) Yes b) No

11. If negative, why?

12. If positive, why?

13. No. of parents who like it:

a) All b) Most c) Half

(c)
Strongly
Opposed

d) Very few e) None



14. Of those who like it, how would you characterize the extent of their liking?

(a) (b) (c)
Enthusiastic Accepting Doubtful

or or but
Strongly Mildly Slightly

Accepting in Favor Positive

15. Of those who dislike it, how would you characterize the extent of their dislike?

(a)
Doubtful

but
Slightly
Negative

(b) (c)

Critical Strongly
or Opposed

Mildly
Opposed

16. How many contacts have you had with parents of OE children?

a) Many b) Some c) Few d) None

17. How does this compare with the frequency of your contacts with parents of resident
children?

(a) (b) (C)
More than with About the same lies*-.01an

resident parents as resident parents resident ,parents

18. What do the parents of the OE (or bussed in) children think of the program?

19. Do they talk to you about it? a) Yes b) No

20. If negative, why?

21. If positive, will?



22. No. of parents who like it:

a) All b) Most c) Half d) Very few e):- None

23. Of those who like it, how would you characterize the extent of their likingT

(a) (b) (c)
Enthusiastic Accepting Doubtf711

or or but
strongly M , mildly in / slightly
accepting favor positive

24. Of those who dislike it, how would you characterize the extent of their dislike?

(a) (b)

Doubtful Critical
but or

slightly Mildly
negative Opposed

(c)

Strongly
Opposed

25. Have there been any modifications in the remedial instruction practices as a
result of the OE program? a) Yes b) No

If Yes, what?

26. How many would you say? a) Many b) Some c) Few d) None

27. How severe were they? a) Crucial b) Moderate c) Minor or unimportant

28. Typically how are these prdblams resolved?



.29. In addition to what you have just, bold me, how has.the OE program affected Ear
job in particular?

30. e) More difficult

31. a) Substantial

b) About the same c) Less difficult

b) Moderate c) Slightly

32. How were these problems resolVed?

33. How made it better?

Now let us consider possible changes in your teaching as a result of having OE
children.

34. Have there been changes with respect to methods of instruction? a) Yes b) No

If Yes, what were they?

35. a) Many

36. a) Major

b) Some (moderate)

b) Moderate

c) Few

c) Minor

d) None

d) Insignificant

37. Have there been changes with respect to pupil achievement? a) Yes b) No

If Yes, what were they?

38. a). Many b) Some (moderate)

39. a) Greater b) Same

c) Few d) None

5

c) Less achievement
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40. Have there been changes with respect to discipline? a) Yes b) No

If Yes, what were they?

41. a) Many b) Some (moderate)
. c) Few

42. a) More b) Same

d) None

c) Less

43. What do the white resident children think of the CE children in the school?

(a) (b) (c) (d)
Strongly Mildly Neutral Mildly

Accepting Accepting Rejecting

(e)

Strongly Don't know
Rejecting

44. What do the resident Negro children (if any) think of the OE children?

(a) (b) (C)
Strongly Mildly Neutral

Accepting Accepting

(d) (e)
Mildly Strongly
Rejecting Rejecting

45. What do the OE children think of the OE Program?

(a) (b) (c)
Strongly Mildly Neutral

Accepting Accepting

(d) (e)
Mildly Strongly
Rejecting Rejecting

46. What do the OE children think of the resident children?

(a)

Strongly
Accepting

47. What do the

(a)
Like

Very much

(b)

Mildly
Accepting

(c) (d) (e)
Neutral Mildly Strongly

Rejecting Rejecting

(f)
Don't know

(f)
Don't know

(f)
Don't know

OE children think of the teachers in this school?

(b)

Like
Moderately

(C)
Neutral

(d) (e)
MtkIly Strongly
Rejecting Rejecting

(r)
Don't know

48. What has been the reaction of the OE children to remedial contacts?

(a) (b) (c)
Strongly Mildly Neutral
Favorable Favorable

(d)

Mildly
Unfavorable

(e)

Strongly
Unfavorable

(f)
Don't know

6
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49. What do the OE children think of this

(a)

Like
Very Much

(b) (c)

Like 'Neutral
MOderately

school?

(d.) (e) (f)
Dislike Dislike Don't know

Moderately Very much

50. What do you think of the OE program in general?

(a)
Strongly
Favorable

(b)

Mildly
Favorable

(c)

Neutral
(d).

Mildly
Unfavorable

51. What do you think of the OE children in your school?

(a)

Strongly
Favorable

(b)

Mildly
Favorable

(c)
Neutral

(d)

Mildly
Unfavorable

To what extent have the OE children utilized the remedial services?

(e)

Strongly
Unfavorable

(e)

Strongly
Unfavorable

a) Frequently b) Moderately c) Rarely

53., How does the OE children's utilization of your services compare with that of the
resident children?'

a) More utilization b) About the same c) Less utilization

54. What has been the reaction or the OE children to remedial contacts?

(a)

Strongly
Favorable

(b) (c)
Mildly Neutral

Favorable

(d) (e) (f)
Mildly Strongly Don't know

Unfavorable Unfavorable

55. What do you think are the most valuable contributions of the Open Enrollment Program
as it is presently organized? (Consider the effects upon children, teachers, school,
and community.)

56. What do you consider the major weaknesses of the Open Enrollment Program as it is
presently organized? (Consider the effects upon children, teachers, school, and .

community.)



57, What modifications would you suggest in, order to improve the Open. Enrollment
Program?

58. Finally, do you think the OE progremi should be continued as is, modified, or
abolished?

a) continued b) modified c) abolished d) no opinion



Oren Enrollment-Eleventary Schools

Guidance Counselor Interview

As you know, we are studying the Open Enrollment Program. Your school is one of
those chosen for a more intensive exploration of the working of the program. We
would like to ask you a few questions about the program, especially about the pro-
gram this ;oast year. Your answers to our questions will be held in stTict confidence.
Only the project director and his tmmediate staff will-see any record of this inter-
view. Neither you nor your school will ever be identified in any way in our report.

1. a) Name
____ b) School________

c) d) Sex M F e) Race N W

2. What did you do before becoming a guidaAce counselor?

If prior school employment:

a) At What School?

c) For how long?

=41401111MiliM114111amolit.=11141i111..11=.C.Ialmsb
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3. Undergraduate education: a) Where?

b) Major?

b) Where?

14.11011174.044,eilnaNYI=1.=
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4. Graduate education: a) Where?

c) Minor?

5. What do the teachers think of the program? (If the response is "It depends," ask
"On What ..." in terms of categories below:

tv41.1MMEINIIMIWrewila410.41111111.1=
b) Major?

d) No. credits?

a) No. of OE children

b) Grade level taught

c) Sex of teacher

d) Age of teacher

e) Race of teacher

1.ININaIMAIO.TJ.nilmma4iI1M+IImouaMIMIamrur
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f) Homogeneous or Heterogeneous grouping

g) Others 1
a11.1MAM.=1.1144101100.1101110.1.411100141
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6. No. of teachers who like it:

a) All b) Most c) Half d).Very:few e) None

7. Of those who like it, how would you characterize the extent of their liking?

(a) (b) (c)
Enthusiastic Accepting Doubtful

or or but
Strongly Mildly in Slightly

Accepting Favor Positive

8. Of those who dislike it, how would you characterize the extent of their dislike?

(a) (b) (c)
Doubtful Critical Strongly

but or Opposed
Slightly Lildly
Negative Opposed

9. What do the parents of the resident children think of the program?

10. Do they talk to you about it?

11. If negative, why?

12. If positive, why?

13. No. of parents who like it:

a) All

a) Yes b) No

b) Most c) Half d) Very few e) None

2



14. Of those who like it, how would you characterize the extent of their liking?

C

(a)

Enthusiastic
or

Strongly
Accepting

15. Of those who dislike

(a)

Doubtful
but

Slightly
Negative

(b)
AcceptingAccepting

or

Mildly in
Favor

(c)

Doubtful
but

Slightly
Positive.

it, how would you characterize the extent of their dislike?

(b)

Critical
or

Mildly
Opposed

(c)

Strongly
Opposed

16. What contacts have you had with parents of OE children?

a) Many b) Some c) Few d) None

17. How does this compare with the frequency of your contacts with parents of
resident children?

(a) (b) (c)
More than with About the same Less than
resident parents as resident parents resident parent3

18. What do the parents of the OE (or bussed in) children think of the program?

19. Do they talk about it? a) Yes b) No

20. If negative, why?

21. If positive, why?

22. No. of parents who like it:

a) All b) Most c) Half d) Very few e) None

-..71;1040.4



23. Of those who like it, how would you characterize the extent of their liking?

(a)

Enthusiastic
or

Strongly
Accepting

24. Of those who

(a)

Doubtful
but

Slightly
Positive

(b)

Accepi,1,4

or

Mildly in
Favor

(c)-

Doubtful
but

Slightly
Positive

dislike it, how would you characterize the extent of their dislike?

(b)

Critical
or

Mildly
Opposed

(c)

Strongly
Opposed

25. Have there been any administrative problems because of the OE program? a) Yes b) No
If yes, what were they?

26. a) Many

27. a) Major

b) Some
(moderate)

b) Moderate

c) Few

c) Minor

d) None

d) Insignificant

28. Have there been any modifications in the guidance program as a result of the OE children?
a) Yes b) No
If yes, what were they?

29. a) Many

30. a) Mhjor

b) Some (moderate)

b) Moderate

c) Few

c) Minor

d) None

d) Insignificant

Now let us consider possible changes in your guidance program as a result of
having OE children.

34.. Have there been changes with respect to methods of instruction? a) Yes b) No
If Yes, what were they?

a) Many b) Some (moderate)

Ra7-41.4441goa:«74446..-ZitiliZ

c) Few d) None



. 33. a) Major b) Moderate c) Minor d) Insignificant

34. Have there been changes with respect to pupil achievement? a).Yes b) No

If Yes, what were they?

_ 35.

36.

) maw

Greater

b) Some (moderate) . c) Few, d) None

b) Same c) Less achievement

37. Have there been changes with respect to discipline? a) Yes b) No

If Yes, what were they?

38. a) Mhny

39. a) More

b) Some (moderate)

b) Same c) Less

c) Few d) None

40. What do the white resident children think of the OE children in the school?

(a)

Strongly
Accepting

41. What do the

(a)

Strongly
Accepting

(b) (c)

Mildly Neutral
Accepting

(d) (e)

Mildly Strongly
Rejecting Rejecting

resident Negro children (if any) think of the OE children?

(b) (c) (d)

Mildly Neutral Mildly
Accepting Rejecting

42. What do the OE children think of the OE Program?

(a)

Strongly
Accepting

(e)

Strongly
Rejecting

(b) (c) (d) (e)

Mildly Neutral Mildly Strongly

Accepting Rejecting Rejecting
L..

43. What do the OE children think of the resident children?

(a)

Strongly
Accepting

44. What do the

(a)

Like
Very Much

(f)
Don't Know

(f)
Don't Know

(f)
Don't Know

b) (c) (a) (e)

Mildly Neutral Mild.TY Strongly Don't Know

Accepting Rejecting Rejecting

OE children think of the teachers in this school?

(b) (c) (4) (e)

Like Neutral Dislike Dislike

Moderately Moderately Very Much

(f)
Don't Know

5



45. What has been the reaction of the OE children to guidance contacts?

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Strongly Mildly Neutral Mildly Strongly Don't Know

Favorable Favorable Unfavorable Unfavorable

46. What do the OE children think of this school?

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Like Like Neutral Dislike Dislike Don't Know

Very Much Moderately Moderately Very Much

47. What do you think of the OE program in general?'

-

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Strongly Mildly Neutral Mildly Strongly

Favorable Favorable Unfavorable Unfavorable

48. What do you think of the OE children in your school?

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Strongly Mildly Neutral Mildly Strongly

Favorable Favorable Unfavorable Unfavorable

49. To what extent have the OE children utilized the guidance services?

(a) (b) (c)
Frequently Moderately Rarely

50. Row does the OE children's utilization of your services compare with that of the

resident children ?.

(a)
More utilization

(b) (c)

About the same Less utilization

51. What do you think are the most valuable contributions of the Open Enrollment Program
as it is presently organized? (Consider the effects upon children, teachers, school,

and community.)

52. What do you consider the major weaknesses of the Open Enrollment Program as it is

presently organized? (Consider the effects upon-children, teachers, school,

and community.)

53. What modifications would you suggest in order to improve the Open Enrollment Program?

54. Finally, do you think the OE Prograd should be continued as is, modified, or abolished?

a) Continued b) Modified c) Abolished d) No opinion
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Center for Urban Education
33 West 42nd Street

New York, New York 10036

Educational Practices Division
Title I Evaluations

Open Enrollment - Elementary Schools

OE Children Informal Interview

1) Introduction. We're studying things about this school and other schools.
We would like to know some of your feelings and opinions.

) We know you come from another school. (a) Where is the other school?

(b) Do you come far on the bus?

(c) Which school do you like better?

Sending Receiving

Why?

3) (a)

(b) About how many friends have you made

(c) Who are these friends? Did you meet
come with you on the bus?

Have you made friends here? Yes

Bus Here

4) (a) Do you have to do much homework here?

Yes No

No

/PROBE: 2? 3? none ?7

them here? Or did they

(b) Do you do more homework here than at the other school?

Yes No

5) Do you get special help with your work here?

Yes No

:WWWitia444M00017,4,7'



OE Children Informal Interview
(Open Enrollment - Elementary Schools)

If yes: More than in the other school? Tell me about it.

page 2

If no: Did you get special help in the other school?

6) Do you do any special things here that you didn't do at the other school?

Yes No .

What are they?

7) How do you like it here?

2TROBE: Would you like to stay here next year or go back to your other
schooli7

"1111m.IMNW '111W



CENTER FOR URBAN EDUCATION
33 West 42 Street, New York

OPEN ENROLLMENT -ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

White Resident Informal Interview

GradeSchool

Sex

Educational Practices Division
Title I Evaluations

Introduction: We're studying things about this school and other schools. We would
like to know some.of your feelings and opinions.

1. Some of the children in this school and in your class come from other schools. Why
do you think these children come here instead of going to the school where they live?

C
What do you think about it? (Is it a good idea?)

3. (a) Have you made friends with these children?

Yes Noi47
(b) About how many friends have you made?

(c) If not: Why not?

4. Are things much different here now than before?
Yes No

If yes, tell me about it

11.
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Open Enrollment - Elementary

CLASSROOM OBSERVATION WORT

School Borough Class Grade Observer

1. Content of Lesson: 1) Reading 2) Arith. 3) Science 4) Soc. St. 5)

C I MEM 1 I PIM

2. How good a lesson was this? 1) Excellent 2) Good 3) Average 4) Poor 5) Very poor

3. If poor, why?

.111M .p=n

4. Participation of 0.E. children in lesson; COMPARED to resident children:

in spontaneous questioning: 1) more 2) same 3) less 4) almost none 5) can't tell.
b) volunteering responses to

teacher questions: 1) more 2) same 3) less 4) almost none 5) can't tell,
c) in being called on by

teacher: 1) more 2) same 3) less 4) almost none 5) can't tell
d) in work5ng (i.e. in

workbooks): 1) more 2) same 3) less 4) almost none 5) can't tell

5. Was grouping employed? No Yes

6. If yes, what was rationale for grouping as expressed by teacher?

7. Were O.E. children dispersed in the various groups? No Yes

If not, how were they grouped?

9. How were the 0.E. children seated in the regular classroom:

1) throughly dispersed 2) somewhat clustered 3) clustered

where?

10. How would you rate the attractiveness of the classroom?

1) above average 2) average 3) below average

11. Did you see any evidence that the O.E. children share in classroom responsibility?

1) yes 2) no evidence, but opportunity 3) no opportunity tc observe this

12. How typical do you think this lesson was of what happened in this classroom?
1) completely 2) reasonable S) less than a Why?

typical approximation reasonable
approximation

13. If you were not on this project and had visited this classroom, to what extent would
you have been aware that some children were bussed in?

1) not at all 2) slightly 3) definitely

14. If you circled slightly or definitely, why?



Open Enrollment - Elementary

CLASS RATING SCALE

Complete at the end of the observation period:

1. How would you rate the class you have just seen; considering the quality of

instruction?

a) outstanding b) good, better than c) average d) poor e) extremely poor

average

2. How would you rate the participation of the G.E. children?

a) more than resident children b) same as resident child7'en

If this were typical of the instruction received in this class

how would you feel about having a child of yours in the class?

A. If you were the parent of a resident child:

b) slightly c) slightly

a) enthusiastic positive negative

B. If you were the parent of an Open Enrollment

b) slightly c) slightly

a) enthusiastic positive negative

d) strongly
negative

child:

d) strongly
negative

c) less than resi-
dent children

throughout the year,

4. If this class was typical of the quality of instruction received by. all children,

how would you feel about Open Enrollment:

a) retain as is b) modify c) abolish

If you said modify, how?

Any other comments on this lesson you feel should be part of the record?



Open Enrollment - Elementary School

General School Report

School Observer

Use this sheet to enter your observations on the other facilities you observe. Please
be brief and evaluative in your comments.

1. Lunchroom: comment on seating

attractiveness

1.0111
interaction among children

teacher-pupil relationship

other comments

Aa1111111i.

2. Other special facilities observed.

a)

b)

c)

3. How would you rate the over-all attitude of the teachers you met and talked with at
lunch? regarding open enrollment? First, how many favor it?

1) all 2) most 3) half 4) very few 5) none
4. Of those who favor it, how would you characterize their liking?

1) enthusiastic 2) mildly in favor 3) doubtful, but slightly positive

Of those who dislike it, how would you characterize their dislike?
1) doubtful, but slightly negative 2) mildly opposed 3) strongly opposed

11,1,'""="4:V4...



Open Enrollment - Elementary School

General School Report
(continued)

6. How many teachers did you speak to at lunch?

7. Did the sex of the teacher seem to have any effect on opinion? No. Yes

8. If yes, in what way?

Did you notice any other consistent pattern of opinion which seemed related to
some socio psychological characteristic? No Yes

10. If yes, what characteristic? , and how related to opinion?

Bussing: enter comment on: promptness: good average poor
convenience: good average poor
discipline: good average poor

."-=',=.7.;:iiremallWaw4440&



CENTER FORURBAN EbUCATION
33 W. 4.2nd,St. NYC

Educational Practice Division
Title I Evaluation

Open Enrollment - Elementary School

Current grade or subject

Teacher's Name Number of times observed in class

PART II: TEACHER BEHAVIOR RECORD IN THE CLASSROOM

On the basis of teacher behavior observations in the classroom,check one of the

seven choices for each of the following categories. A low number indicates that a

person is more like the description on the left. A high number indicates that a

person is more like the description on the right. Number 4 is midway between each

pair of opposite descriptions. Number 4 represents non-extreme, average behavior.

Mid-
Point

1. Autocratic: told pupils

..__:
-T --r--

Democratic: encouraged

each step to take; gave
mandatory directions;
intolerant of pupils' ideas

ideas, opinions, and
decisions of pupils;

77-1r- guided without being
mandatory

1
-._
2

2. Aloof: stiff and formal

77--

Responsive: approachable to

with pupils; focus on subject
matter and routine; pupils
as persons ignored

all students; gave encourage-
ment,and spoke to pupils as

1 2 3 5 -Tr 7 equals; recognized individual
differences

3. Dull: uninteresting,

2

Stimulating: held attention

monotonous explanations;
lacked enthusiasm; not
challenging

of pupils; enthusiastic;
interesting and challeng-

1 3 -17 5 -6-7 ing material

4. Partial: slighted or

7---

Fair: treated all pupils

criticized a few pupils, or
gave attention and special
advantages to a few pupils

about equally; distributed
attention to many pupil's

1 2 3 5 6 7

5. Apathetic: listless:

4"-1

Alert:bouyant: construct-
ively busy; 'wide-awake;preoccupied; bored by

Pupils 2 lr -4---- 5 -6-7-- interested in class activity

(PLEASE CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE)



6. Unsympathetic:little
concern for personal problems

of pubils or pupil failure;
impatient with pupils

CA.

Mid-
Point

Understanding: patient and
sympathetic with pupil
viewpoints and needs;

-7-17-7 aware of pupil problems

7. Stereotyped: used routine
procedures without variation;
unimaginative presention

Original: used unique
teaching devices; imagina-

57.67 tive; had wide variety
of illustrations

8. Harsh: hypercritical;
cross, sarcastic; scolding

_ailtiz;32tpleasant and

5 -"E 7 helper to pupils; friendly
and concerned

9. InarticUlate: inaudible
speech; limited expression;
disagreeable voice tone;
poor inflection 1 2 3 4

Fluent: plainly audible
speech; good expression";
agreeable voice tone;

-6-7 good inflection

10. Unattractive: untidy;
inappropriately dressed;
poor posture and bearing;
distracting personal habits 1 72-7-

Attractive: well-groomed
and dressed; good posture
and bearing; no distracting
personal habits

11. Evading: avoided re-
sponsibility and decisions;
assignments and directions
indefinite; help inadequate -17-1777

Responsible: made required
decisions; conscientious;
gave definte directions;

7 thorough

12. Erratic: impulsive,
uncontrolled, inconsistent -1 -Y-3-

Steady: controlled; stable;
b 7 consistent; predictable

13. Uncertain: insure of

self; hesitant; timid;
faltering, artificial 1 2 3

alblommm

Confident: sure of self;
self-confident; undisturbed

6 7 by mistakes and/or criticism

14. Excitable: easily
disturbed and upset;
"jumpy"; nervous 1 2 3

Calm: seemed at ease at all
times; poised; dignified but

-g- 7 not stiff or formal

15. Disorganized: objectives
not apparent; explanations
not to the point; wasted
time; easily distracted
from matter at hand

Systematic: careful plann-

ing; gave reasonable
explanations; objectives
apparent; not easily

--717 -5- -6-17---distracted

(PLEASE CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE)



Mid -

Point

16. Inflexible: rigid in
conforming to routine; made
no attempt to adapt
materials and activities
to individual pupils 1 2

Adaptable: flexible in
adapting explanations:
individualized materials
for pupils as required;

5 6 7 adapted activities to pupils

17. Pessimistic: skeptical;
unhappy; noted mistakes
more than good points;
frowned 1 2

Optimistic: cheerful; good-
natured; genial; looked on
bright side; called

5 6 7 attention to good points

18. Immature: naive; self-
pitying; demanding;
boastful; conceited 1 2

Integrated: maintained
class as center of activity;

5 6 7 kept self out of spotlight;
mature; emotionally well
controlled

19. Nariow: limited back-
ground in subject or
material; poor scholarship;
incomplete or inaccurate
information 1 2 14.

Broad: good background in
subject; good scholarship;
gave complete and accurate
answers to questions



Center for Urban Education

Open Enrollment - Elementary Schools

To: Observer Consultants
From: David J. Fox
Re: Your request for opportunity to write a subjective evaluation.

Several of you who have already been in the schools have expressed the feeling that the
forms you complete do not fully provide you with an opportunity to say all you have to
say, and all that we should hear, particularly in the sense of your over-all subjective

evaluation. We have, therefore, prepared the form below, which we hope will provide
this opportunity, and yet keep the data within manageable scope.

In the spaces below, indicate your over-all subjective evaluation of the points of view
of the different people indicated, and then of the total program.

1. Based on your visit to P.S. , how do you feel each of the following feel about
the Open Enrollment Program? Where you feel you can, indicate both the opinion you
believe the persons hold AND why you think they hold it.

A. The Principal: His opinion

Why does he hold this opinion?

B. The Teachers: Their Opinion

Why do they hold this opinion?

C. The Resident Children: Their Opinion

Why do they hold. this opinion?

D. The Open Enrollment Children: Their Opinion

Why do they hold this opinion?

- --sta



4 -2-

2. Based on your visit to P.S. , how do you feel about the success of the program?
Again, please indicate both your opinion AND why you feel this way.

A. Comment on the success of the program in terms of the academic aspects.

B. Now comment on the success of the program in terms of its personal or social

aspects.

3. Please use, the space below for any other comments you feel we should hear, based on

this visit.



Open Enrollment - Elementary

Name Class School

MY CLASS

mom.. A=sommimak=11111:11==

We would like to find out how you feel about your class. Here are 20 sentences about a

class. I am going to read each sentence to you. You are to ask yourself, "Does this

sentence tell about my class?" Then mark the answer you like best. Do it like this:

SAMPLE

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

A. I go to school. (Yes) No I'm

B. We do to school on Saturday. Yes (No) I'm

not sure

not sure

Yes No I'm not sureIt is hard to make real friends in this class

Nearly everyone in this class wants to work hard Yes No I'm not sure

The children in this class are happy and pleased when

you do something for them Yes No I'm not sure

Many children in this class are not fair Yes No I'm not sure

We need a better classroom to do our best work Yes No I'm not sure

Nearly everyone minds his or her own business Yes No I'm not sure

You can really have a good time in this class Yes No nal not sure

One or two children in this class spoil everything Yes No I'm not sure

Everyone tries to keep the classroom looking nice Yes No I'm not sure

We don't have a lot of the things we need to do our
best work Yes No I'm not sure

The children in this class are pretty mean Yes No I'm not sure

A lot of children in this class don't like to do
things together Yes No I'm not sure

Everyone gets a chance to show what he or she can do Yes No I'm not sure

Nearly everyone in this class is polite Yes No I'm not sure

I don't feel as if I belong in this class Yes No I'm not sure

Most of the children in this class do not want to
try anything new Yes No I'm not sure

Nearly everyone in this class can do a good job if

he or shn tries Yes No I'm not sure

A lot of the children look down on others in the class Yes No I'm not sure

You can trust almost everyone in this class Yes No I'm not sure

We do a lot of interesting things in this class Yes No I'm not sure



Name

Open,Enrollment Elementary, Schools

Class School

MY SCHOOL

Now we would like you to tell us how you feel about your school. Here are some

things that some boys and girls say about their school. Are these things true

about your school? If they are very true for your school, circle the big "YES!"

If they are pretty much true, out no so very true, circle the little "no". If

they are not at all true, circ1.3 the big "NO!"

1. The teachers in this school want to help you. YES! yes no NO!

2. The teachers in this school expect you to work too hard. YES! yes no NO

3. The teachers in this school are really interested in you. YES! yes no NO!

4. The teachers in this school know how to explain things YES! yes no NO!

clearly.

5. The teachers in this school are fair and square. YES! yes no NO!

6. The boys and girls in this school fight too much. YES! yes no NO!

7. This school has good lunches in the cafeteria. YES! yes no NO!

8. This school building is a pleasant place. YES! yes no NO!

9. The principal in this school is friendly. YES! yes no NO!

10. The work at this school is too hard. YES! yes no NO!

11. What I am learning will be useful to me. YES! yes no NO!

12. The trip to and from school is too long. YES! yes no NO!

13. I wish I didn't have to go to school at all. YES! yes no NO!

14. This is the best school I know. YES! yes no NO!

15. The work at this school is too easy. YES! yes no NO!

16. 1 work hard in school but don't seem to get anywhere. YES! yes no NO!

17. I've learned more this year than any earlier year. YES i yes no NO!

How long do you want to go to school? (Check one.)

Only until I'm old enough to quit.

Through high school but no more.

I want to go to college.



CENTER FOR URBAN EDUCATION
33 W. 4214 St. NYC

Educational Practice Division
Title I Evaluation

Open Enrollment - Elementary School

Sociometric and Aspirations

Inventory

1. Who are the children who always sit around you?
2. Who is absent from school a lot?
3. Who talks out to get attention?
4. Who has lots of friends?
5. Who says mean things?
6. Who just seems, sort of lost?
7. Who seems to think they are nobody?
8. Who takes other children's things without
9. Who do all the kids like?
10.Who pushes or shoves children?
11.Who doesn't want to play?
12.Who starts a fight over nothing?
13.Who is sort of unhappy?
14.Who wants to show off in front of the kids?
15.Who does things that bother others?
16.Who do you know best of all?
17.Who is sort of ignored?
18.Who makes up stores and lies to get other
19.Who says they can't do things?
20.Who gives dirty looks or sticks out their
21.Who do you like to play with?
22.Who are the children that nobody plays with?
23.Who often says, "Give me that"?
24.Who is not sure of himself or herself in anythings?
25.Who would you like to sit next to in class?
26.Who does not obey the teacher?
27.Who always plays alone?
28.Who always messes around and gets into trouble?
29.Whc' feels left out?
30.Who always plays the
31.Who are the children
32.Who are the children
33.Who are the children

asking?

children into trouble?

tongue at other children?

clown and wants everyone, to laugh at him or her?
you think will go on to College?'
you think will finish high school but not go to college?
you think will make good doctors or lawyers?

Now at this point pause and say:

Now on this page, we are going to do something different.
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Recorder

Name

Pupil Record Form for: OE Res Match

School: P.S. Borough

Sex: M F Age:

Open Enrollment
Elementary

Current Grade: Last IQ: Reading Grade: as of:

A: School History: 1. 4.
date(enter school & 2. 5.

date admitted date3 6

date

date

--crate

B: IQ: 1.

(enter IQ and 2.

date and name
3.

of test)

4.

5.

6.

C. Readingl Date Comp Date
,

Vocab. Date Ave.I Date Comp Date Prob. Sol. Date Ave
(enter average 1
GE if available
- if not, enter 2

comprehension & 3
vocab. separately
enter date as well

4
.

5

6

D. Mathematics - use right hand of above grid. Enter average if available. If not enter
computation and probleM-solving separately.

E. Teachers Comments on non-conforming test results: NONE Some: see below

1.

2.

3.

ommen

F. Attendance: Days absent: 1 2 3 4 5 6

Days late: 1 2 3 4 5 6

G. Guidance Data: enter grade for which any UNSATISFACTORY has been checked:

e) show f)parta) gets along b) obeys c) carries out d) satis

H. Special Reports, Abilities or Disabilities: NONE SOME. If some, note on back.

I. Subject Performance Enter subject & grade of all EXCELLENT or UNSATISFACTORY
EXCELLENTS UNSATISFACTORIES

J. Health: Enter any serious illness or deviation from normal. Enter: current ht wt

SiblingK. 'Family: Living with M & F M only F only other
S
Pontion: No. of

F birthplace Child's BP1M birthplace

L. Other: Enter any other inforftation of relevance as you scan the records.



Open ;Inrollment - Elementary

Directions: On a separate sheet you will find the name of every student in your class.
We want you to put a number on the line in front of every name. First,
put a zero (0) in front of your own name.

Are there any people in this room whom you would like to
have as your very, very best friends? If so, place the
number 1 in front of their names.

Put the number 2 in front of the name of every person
whom you would like to have as a good friend. These
people arenot your very, very closest friends, but
you would like them to be good friends of yours.

1 "Very, very
best friends."

2 "Good friends."

Put the number in front of the name of every person who
is not a friend, but who you think is all right. These 3 "Not friends
are people with whom you would just as soon work or play. but okay."
You think they are all right. They are not friends, but
they are okay just the same.

4R-HeiC

Put the number 4 in front of the name of every person
whom you don't know very well. Maybe you would like 4 "Don't know
them and maybe you wouldn't. You don't know. Where them."
you don't know a person well enough to rate him or her,
put the number 4 in front of that name.

41-30***

After you have given the numbers 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 to
people in the room, there may be some names that you
haven't marked yet. You know these people but they
are not friends of yours and, in general, are not 0121
to you. Pat the number 5 in front of all these names.

5 "Not okay."

Further Directions: Start with the top of the class list and go down, making sure there
is one number, and only one number, in front of every name. When
you come to your own name, put a zero (0) in front of it.


